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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1912.
TEXAS TO FIGHT
FOR WATERS OF
THE RIO GRANDE

COLONEL ROOSEVELT TO

SPEND AFTERNOON WITH

MEET AGAIN IN

FUKfc. JCHAOS

SANTA FE,

Salt Lake, Sept. 14. The announcement that Senator Bailey of Texas,
would head a train load of Texas delegates to the irrigation congress at
Salt Lake September 3 Of to do battle
with Colorado over the question of
'rights to the interstate waters of the
Rio Grande was followed today by the

NO. 183
REIGNS IN ALL

MEXICO AND FEDERAL

im14. The
Kiota, Japan, Sept.
perial funeral train bearing the body
of the late Emperor Mutshuhito which
left Aoyama early today following the
conclusion of impressive ceremonies in
the great funeral hall there, arrived
TWELFTH
ANNUAL
CONVENTION
OF at Kiota this afternoon. The body will
HERE
TELEGRAM
DIRECT
RECEIVED AT HEADQUARTERS
FROM
NOTED
receive final burial tomorrow in the ' REBELS PLAN
aj"m oTcS
10 OVERTHROW MADERO GOVERNMENT
NEW MEXICO
STATE FIREMEN'S
ON
DAY OF
imperial mausoleum at Monoyama, an
LEADER SAYS HE Will MARE BUT ONE SPEECH IN THIS STATE, AS HE I
NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,
AND EVEN HIS OWN SOLDIERS
ASSOCIATION
MAY BE
Colorado del
head
P. D. MC- imperial state five miles southeast of
Kioto.
IS BEING PRESSED TO MAKE SO MANY SIBE TRIPS ELSEWHERE
egates to the Salt Lake meeting. In
MIXED
PLOT
TO DEPOSE MAN WHO OVERTHREW DIAZ
IIP IN
ELROY OF LAS VEGAS PRESIDENT
SUPPLY
t During the
this connection, Utah will have a
journey the train made
several
to
a word or two regarding the waters
stops
the
of
EL
AT
PASO
POST
permit
people
DECIDE TO SYSTEMATIZE
FIRE the
of the territory along the Colorado-Utacountry districts to pay their reto
dead
the
spects
FIGHTING THROUGHOUT STATE
boundary which both states can
sovereign.
HE WILL GET BIG RECEPTION
Thousands gathered along the route
use to advantage. Utah, however, as
and bowed their heads as the train
the hostess state will not be expected
IN DUKE CITY SEPTEMBER 18 to press her case strongly but the Bee A main feature, Uf the twelfth an passed. An imperial salute was fired SONORA FORCE IS GROWING LARGER
hive state delegates will watch the nual convention 1! the New Mexico by the Japanese warships in Tokio
Colorado-Texa- s
which bay as the train passed the coast tofight with great inter- State Firemen's Association
AND VIOLENCE IS ON INCREASE
was in session today at Firemen's wards Yokohama. Thei casket had
est.
was
Hall
the
decision
to
firebeen
in
14.
of
out
left
the
Rio
discussion
Defthe
The
funeral
hall at Aoyama
Grande
"The reason I took so great an inAlbuquerque, N. M., Sept.
in New Mexico on a scientific by the Imperial family, in
charge of the
inite word was received here today terest in the reclamation law was that water right enlivened the sessions of fighting
I had lived in
sys- Shinto ritualists, and representatives
west and knew its the congress at Albuquerque In 1908 basis, using the most
from the progressive state headquar- needs. It Was the
Washington, D. C., Sept. 14. Major held prisoners by the rebels for
ahnilt tlmo that mn 'and the Pueblo congress in 1910. tem In handling the apparatus and in of his majesty. A special railroad
Leonard Wood today ordered eraI "ays, were reported to have been
blazei
ters at Santa Fe that Colonel Theo- had a president who knew a
the
attacking
E,
had
Brooks
to
line
of Colorado
been built
a small station
dry farm (Franklin
now on their way to
is
well
dore Roosevelt will speak in this city rrom an Irrigation ditch. I had
It
known
that
a
America pos- in the rear of the funeral hall and
general army supply post establish-- ' Troleafed a,,d
made Springs, Horace G. Clark of Denver,
"g'ns ' Wibution of the Ninth
on the afternoon of September 18 and up my mind that it was time for the and Governor John F. Shafroth are sesses the most proficient fire depart- there the funeral train was in waiting. ed at El Paso.
United States cavalry was made to- that he will make no other speech in national government to take hold and also on the program of the congress. ment in the world and the volunteer
The train was
of a large
Starvation during the coming win- - day by General Schuyler.
this state. Colonel Roosevelt will not help the settlers to get water and Governor Shafroth has appointed a of this country are the men of small locomotive drapedcomposed
Eight troops
with mourning flag, ter threatens to add to the suffering.
and regimental headquarters will e
go to Santa Fe .because he has been make his home. I would like you to strong advisory committee
which cities and towns must look to when a composite car and four other passrural population has been unable main at Douglas.
asked to make so many side trips and remember what it meant for this promises to
Two troops were
enger cars, the funeral car occupying to plant or cultivate crops
bring one of the strongest the fire giant runs Jlhiuck.
sent to Warre) Arlro
so many additional speeches already slate!
was
The
convention
one t
over
to
ever
presided
center
of
has
the
sent
Colorado
the
train.
delegations
General Wood s action is taken to , Naco, and one to the San Bernardino
that he cannot add to his list. He will Colonel
a session of the congress and equally by the president of the association, P.
The outside of the car was painted
in
Roosevelt
of
favor
spoke
D. McElroy,
Bpend the entire afternoon in this city the
of. Las Vegas, and the crimson and the Interior
Hardeman and two
covered with
repeal of the Canadian reciprocity strong delegations are expected from business
was transacted with rapidity white silk. The coffin rested on a low revolution will be protracted.
troops of the Fourth cavalry, who have
departing for Colorado points on San- act ,and
New
Okla
Mexico,
Kansas,
Arizona,
attacked
both
the policy of
The reports of anarchy in southern been relieved on border
ta Fe passenger train No. 8 in the the
in order to allow many of the dele
dais raised two feet above the floor.
patrol here,
Mexico reached the Btate department will take
republican and democratic parties homa and Texas.
to
home
evening.
return
on
gates
this
their new station at Hereafter
Additional
of
accomThe
mourners
from
in
that
to
delegates
party
appointed
the
tariff.
He
Ameriwith
information
regard
that
repeated
today
Great preparations are being made
North
this week are as fol noon's train.
panied the late emperor's body on cans and other foreigners were seek- ford, west of Douglas, next Monday.
here to give Colonel Roosevelt one of his charge that the republican 'boss lows: Dakota Isaac
There has been no disorder of any imHERE IN 1913.
MEET
P.
to
Bis
its
es"
included
Baker,
had
repCaptain
Monoyama
journey
"scuttled
said
and
the
ship"
ing refuge in Mexico City. The Ma- portance due to the
the biggest receptions in the entire
Before
the
H.
P.
convention
arrival of the
of
resentatives
John
adjourning
the
he
of
had
Orders
marck;
Morris,
holders
inJamestown;
warned them that if they stole
is rushing troops
dero
southwest. A big platform will be
colored regiment, despite the fact
decided to meet in Santa Fe again in of Merit, of ministers of state, of the to thegovernment
J. W. Jackson,
Yegan,
Bismarck;
the
newould
nomination
he
the
districts
but
republican
disaffected
built, at the Alvarado hotel here and have a
that the negro troops received three
C. L. Timmerman,
Frank Owen, a boosteer for army and navy and of various grades
Mandan; 1913.
for maintaining a forniidabe
good deal to say.
Colonel Roosevelt will speak there. It
months' pay while en route here from
the ancient city, sought hard to get of officias. The commander of the cessity
L. Belden, Shields;
W.
Wm.
Major
in
is
of
caoital
vicinitv
the
the
forne
PARKS IN COLORADO.
is expected that twenty or thirty thouFort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
the convention to agree to make San- sixteenth division of the army and the
Pierce
Chilcot;
Black,
Blewett,
(hampering the program.
sand people will be in the city to
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. Unofficial
H. A.
Mexico City, Mex.,
Rey; John ta Fe a sort of permanent meeting commander in chief of the Maidzuru
Trains are being wrecked and loot- Sept. 14. That
hear the leader of the Bull Moose returns from all counties in the state Jamestown; Williston;Nelson,
but
Las
and
Carlsbad
B.
Vegas
place,
W.
naval
the
the
Overson,
station,
Breugger,
train,
accompanied
plot to occupy and sack the
Chihuastate
of
in
the
ed
bandits
by
party. The city will be decorated with received at state republican headquar- Williston; W. L. Richards, Dickison; and other delegates opposed the plan.
with the presidents of tliehila and in one instance several pass-- i tal September 15. the arinivArRnrv nf
flags and bunting and there will be ters today, practically assure the nom- Halver L.
The officers for the ensuing year house of peers and the house of repre- engers were killed, none of them how- - Mexico s independence, was more
Halversen, Minot; Simon
ination of C. C. Parks, regular, for
several bands on hand.
Peterson, Leith; and Dr. C. G. Forbes, will be P. D. McElroy, of Las Vegas, sentatives, the governor of Kioto pre- ever, being Americans. This informa- - widespread than at first
imagined, is
Special trains are being arranged governor, over P. B. Stewart, progres- Washburn.
William O. fecture the president of the Kioto as- tion was transmitted to the depart- - indicated by reports received
president
here' by
from Roswell, Las Vegas, Santa Fe sive. According to State Chairman J.
Wood, of Las Vegas, secretary, and sembly and a number of peers residing ment with the statement that all was the government that similar
and points on the Silver City branch F. McDonald, the figures give Parks
plans
Thomas P. Delgado of Santa Fe, in the district of Kioto.
were on foot against Puebla,
a lead of 1,727.
of the Santa Fe.
quiet along the border.
The republican headMonterey
The
last
in
solemn
treasurer
;
function
the
Charles
KANSAS
ELECTOR
14.
(both holding over)
Declaring and Saltillo.
Douglas, Ariz., Sept.
THOUSANDS SEE T. R.
quarters conceded the nomination of
Whiteman of Roswell, was elected funeral ceremonies, which began at that he would rid northern Sonora of
In all of these places arrests of al
Reno, Nev., Sept. 14. Before a Ben Griffith, progressive, for attorney
vice president at large, and M. R. Tokio, yesterday of the late Emperor rebel bands which have infested that
leged
large crowd in the city park here to- - general, but claim the remainder oi
conspirators have been made.
CASE TAKEN UP Smith was made a member of the Mutsuhito took place today when the section of Mexico since the collapse Jhe plot
to occupy Saltillo and Monday, Colonel Roosevelt made his ap- - the state, congressianal and senatorof
was
the
of
is
Mr.
burled
board
control.
ruler
Smith
from
body
departed
of the Orozco revolution In Chihua- terey is believed here to be a part of
peal in Nevada for the progressive lal candidates, for the regulars,
in the Imperial mausoleum at MonoCarlsbad.
jparty. He said that the progressive
hua, General Sanjines left Agua Prieta the general rebel movement in the
REPUBLICANS SPLIT.
'
The firemen devoted much time to
ut the head of tiort'iern part of the state of Coahuila.
party stood for the extension of the Washington, D. C, Sept. 14 That IT WILL BE CARRIES INTO THE SUPREME the discussion of the firemen's fund yama.
On arrival, at Monoyama, the coffin before daybreak today
At 10 The revolutionists are said to be orof
federals.
force
a
irrigation project in which Nevada 1b drastic action will be taken by the relarge
COURT OF UNITED STATES
IF NECESand passed resolutions endorsing the was removed from the train and
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especially interested
o'clock,
national
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a
publican
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for
funeral
action
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placed
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brought by special
SARY AND MAY BE DECIDED
BEFORE
that it was through his efforts that meeting here next Wednesday to oust
and to he operating along the
and Frank conveyance to the imperial tomb by that fighting was in progress between Galan,
consisting of McElroy
both the irrigation law and the pure from
the federals and rebels under Rafael international
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its membership men with leanELECTION
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bearers,
hereditary
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ceedings
compel
When Colonel Roosevelt arrived at announced
Juarez, Mex., Sept. 14. Startling
Prince Kaniii, representative
ol Springs, 12 miles from Agua Prieta,
state to pay the firemen's allowance
by William Barnes.
Reno he was greeted by crowds that Jr., chairmantoday
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. The Kan- to the different departments as well as Emperor Yoshihito, together with the where Campa and about 250 rebels developments are expected in the
of the national advisory
The Colonel
blocked the streets.
Mexican situation on or before next
committee., "Every, member of .the sas presidential eleptors case was the widows' and .orphans' fund to the Princess, representing the other mem- camped last night.
.became separated from his escort in committee," said
200 federals reWln at A'ua Monday, theMexfcaiii day of Idepen-dence- ,
Mr. Barnes, "will be taken' under advisement in the United association.
of
bers
the
and
Only
imperial
family,
the jam and was obliged to make his
when" the Mexican patrfot Hi- Prince Fushimi headed the proces- Prieta. Last night a special train "corequired to declare himself for the States circuit court of appeals here
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his revolution against
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and every one who fails today.
south
sent
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which
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ticket,
behind
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ntaining
palan
The firemen began to arrive In the
at It like a football player and after to do, will be expelled from the comIt was agreed by the court that an
to the relief of El Tigre. Another the Spanish invaders, more than a
from various parts of the state quin.
a few minutes of scrimmaging reach- mittee."
city
effort would be made to reach an early as
Amid the offerings of prayers, and special train met them at the other century ago.
ed h s automobile before the rest of
early as yesterday evening and to- the
It is rumored here that the military
decision in order that the case may
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AFTER
chanting of dirges, the body was side of the burned bridges on the Na
his party.
day every train brought more
neretotore remaining loyal
to
court
to
removed
the
in
the
time
burial
for
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and
go
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supreme
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and
railroad
placed
reported
they
Chocago, Sept. 14. David W.
"When I became president," said
wearing large badges of red
to have arrived at Ysabal. 30 miles ato, tne. Madero government, will take
of Kansas, director of the re- - review with the Harvey county case, with black letters. Not a few more in the tomb.
Colonel Roosevelt, "I found that there
hand in the present revolution.
Tokio,
Sept. 14. The dramatic west of El Tigre, early today.
had been agitation for a number of publican campaign in the west, today ia similar action brought against Kan their official headkear and their dele- death
of
Maresuki
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Count
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electors.
is
It
a
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afoot
started
expected
announced
that
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immediately
Iboth lne
They
Congressman Phillip
years for a national reclamation act
gates attracted more than unusual ateast and west of
Nogi, the soldier hero of Japan, and the American camp which was as- - 'J"?.6
and for a national Dure food law. It P. Campbell, of Kansas, will follow date will be handed down next Mon- tention.
that of his wife, the Countess Nogi, saulted by rebels under Salazar yes-- j
"eaaquarters for
is only fair to say that there was not Governor Hiram Johnson, of Califor-- day. The case, It is agreed will be
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north'
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United
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body
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hold of them as president,
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this morning in the Firemen's hall
'greexPept
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candidate's argu-don- e
presidential
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were P. D. McElroy, president, of Las of the late emperor, Hutsuhito, for its on the Vavispe river, 12 miles away Who
though there had been valiant work vice
ia niiuwn mat
ii
nafinal
ments
comresting place at Monoyama,
late last night.
regarding the republican
for both laws both inside and
from Juarez only were sent intotroops
O. Wood, secretary,
William
Vegas;
Sonslashtional convention.
mitted
the
suicide?
A
by
here
said
that
general
message
outside of congress.
brought
ora, along the Arizona border to the
of Las Vegas; Thomas P. Delgado,
his
and
a
with
sword
the
throat
EI
ing
five
scouts
sent
out
from
federal
WILL BE
west, on absolute orders from
treasurer, of Santa Fe, and several countess
by Harl Kari, is regarded Tigre had been killed or captured by City following demands from Mexico
Washincluding the first of by the great soldiers of
Japan as a the rebels. At 9 o'clock last night, a ington that American
COLT PISTOL
that office, Charles Whiteman, of RosFIRE
mining interact
of
was
duty.
magnificent
of
patriotic
column
federals
ests
and American lives must be
despatched by
MAKERS STRIKE Washington, D. C, Sept. 14. The well.
MILITIA
Japan being in the deepest mourn- General Sanjines in the direction of
The directors in control were also
Panama canal is to be opened to trafforenew
ing, and the
emperor being
That General
Geniza, and at 3 o'clock a courier
with the main
fic in the fall of 1913. This statement present. These were George W. dial-fant- , ed into
seclusion by the death of his brought word to the federal com- - group of federal Rabago
Charleston, W. Va Sept. 14. Mill
Hartford, Ct., Sept. 14. A strike was
cavalrv rpmnina Inan
of
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Santa
Owen,
Clovis;
deat
made
the
navy
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on
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comer
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mander which resulted in the sending itive
Casas Grandes, with rebel
lamei,
mipuBsiuie
tary outposts
.
today with an announce- Fe, and Jefferson Hightower, of
usual posthumous honors and, conse- - 0f further troops.
bands operating east in nhihiiah.,
early hours today at Holley, in the of the Colt Patent Firearms Manufac- partment
ment
fleet
the
Atlantic
be
would
that
heart of the territory under martial turing company, began today. It was
quently General Nogi officially is not
The United States officials here near Ojinaga, and west along the Ari'
THE VISITORS.
dead.
The count, last Thursday, uoro mnfrnntf-- with a nnlnne nrnh- - zona line, and that, nnlv Infant
law because of the miners' strike. The confined entirely to the department in rendezvoused at Colon this winter bevisiting delegates ana officers prior to
the funeral of the lem today when Major Rice telephon- - 8Pnt t0 combat the rebels in the west
pickets replied and for a time the ex- which the .45 calibre automatic re- fore the water is turned in. The of The
the association attending the con emperor, attending
summoned a photographer ed to Consul Dye that a band of 57jl considered significant,
change was brisk. Two militia com- volvers for the U. S. government are navy's estimate is based on the latest
vention were: J. O. Richards and to his home in
being made. The men claim the piece report from the army engineers.
panies were ordered to the place.
Akasakt, a suburb of men with 21 rifles and carrying a Mex- Rabago is under command of Gen-icaNon A. Wlandon, of Artesia;
F. C. Tokio, and in the
This is pay day in the unionized work prices paid have been so changof his resihad asked permis- - eraI Huerta, who controls all forces
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national
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of
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Leetonia, Ohio, Sept
was Intimated today that the United
this side of Powder crossed fit Naco and Mexicali. was a rurtner reports from Minister Russell,
bad taste.
Palestine and Judaism.
X Clair, a Boston aviator, fell while mak- Burlington track
States might indirectly at least, suthe commander ot the gunboat Petrel
when
river
miles more re hoax.
only
eight
Sussia and Greek Churchism. X ing an exhibition flight at the carnival main to be built
n
pervise the coming election. The
Much anxiety is felt here for the and some of the American consuls in
(p connect It with
here
on
and
a
naked
Heathenism.
and
X
alighted
today
PERRIBLE STORM
Fiji
and
element
the Northwestern and thus complete safety of the Mormons remaining at the Dominican republic, regarding the
South America and Catholic- - X electric wire carrying 2200 volts. The the line
SWEEPS FLORIDA. are giving the department some un
for the running of
deciding
Colonia Morelos. Runners were sent revolution there before
wire
was
he
but
broke,
severely
X
easiness and the situation is being X ism.
to the out last night to notify them of the whether the United States shall
the
trains
from
gulf
burned.
X
X
Pensacola, Fla., Sept. 14. A terrific closely watched.
fatah and Mormonism.
sound. It Is affirmed that there Is a approach toward that town of Rojas
storm that swept the Pensacola water
North America and Protestant- - X
A move In the direction of allaying X
between the North- and his rebels who conveyed threats
misunderstanding
PRESIDENT
TAFT
ACCEPTS
front last night did thousands of dol- the
X
feeling was taken X Ism.
western
Mobile, Aala., Sept. 14. The equiand
regarding the to Mormon leaders that they would
Burlington
RESIGNATION.
.VALENTINE'S
lars of damage to shipping.
The today, when Colonel Herbert Slocum'X
The World and Rulnlsm.
X
storm which struck the gulf
noctial
use
for
of
about
the
former's
tracks
out
Rob14.
town
the
D.
kill
and
C, Sept.
every
wipe
United States revenue cutter Penrose was appointed military attache to the X "By their fruits ye shall know X Washington,
ert G. Valentine, former commission- 100 miles. Work has been discon- American there. Only four men and coast last night and threatened to do
was wrecked and other vessels badly American legation In Havana.
X them." Read John 3:16 and then X
Coler of Indian affairs, who quit his of- tinued by the Burlington until spring a boy remain at Morelos. The dam- serious damage to this city, .abated
damaged. The wind attained a ve- onel Slocum is well known and popu- X come.
X fice to
r
join the progressive party, and it is said at that time the com- age already done to the Mormons Is this morning. While conditions are
seventy-fouof
miles an. hour lar in Cuba, having organized the ru- X "I am the way, the truth, and X
locity
received today from President Taft a pany will build its own tracks and estimated at $100,000.
unsettled, is thought the disturbance
before the anomometer at the Weather ral police during the American occu- X the life."
x telegraphic acceptance of his
has spent Itself so far as Mobile is
make no use of the Northwestern line
Several
and
families
their
Bureau was blown away.
cowboys
of
island.
the
pation
for its trains.
from Gallardo ranch, who have been concerned.
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

BY NAN O'NIEL

the

THURSDAY DANCE

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " Goods.
Always the Leader

two-step-

1I1TER
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ALU CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE KEGI8TER .TICKETS

WITH

The subscription dance which was
held Thursday evening in Library hall
was one of the jolliest dances of the
summer and was thoroughly enjoyed
by all those present. Morrison's orchestra had never played better or
more lively music and that alone was
enough to inspire everyone to trip the
slowest waltzes and fastest
The crowd was not large and the informality of the affair added much to
the evening's enjoyment. After a
dainty supper had been served by Mrs.
Henry Woodruff, circle two steps and
tag dances were interspersed through
the program and a merry time followed until the last strains of the last
dance sounded at 1 o'clock.

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

FIFTEEN CLUB

Mrs. Jacob Weltmer entertained the
members of the Fifteen Club and a
few other friends Friday afternoon In
honor of Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter. Mrs.
Walter has been an enthusiastic member of the Fifteen club for a number
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
of years and her interest and activity
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds ia bulk aod packages In all club circles will be greatly miss
ed when she leaveB Santa Fe.
There was no regular program for
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
the afternoon since the
meeting has not begun as yet. The
afternoon was very pleasantly spent
discussion of quotations and current
Phone Black
Phone Black in
events.
At five o'clock an appetizing lunch
was served after which the guests
bade Mrs. Walter God speed in her
new home and "Hasta la Vista," Instead of goodby.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

LEO HERSCH

45

Iola

PORTLAND CEMENT

EI Toro

45

Dawson

Coal

Sawed

Wood

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

LAWN PARTY
Miss Ada Harvey was hostess last
evening at a most delightful lawn party which was given at her home on
Johnson street. This will probably be
the last lawn party of the summer and
Miss Harvey took advantage of the
last of the pleasant summer evenings
Stump-speafor her entertainment.
ing and singing with the mandolin and
piano accompaniment were the order
of the evening. There was also a most
remarkable case of hypnotism and the
fraud which was afterward revealed
caused great consternation among the
hypnotists. There were merry games
on the lawn and a general good time
for all those present.
Miss Harvey's guests were Miss
Smith, Miss Laura Wood, Miss Grace
Williamson, Miss Marie Green, R. G.
Wells, L. M. Lowe, P. M. Stuart and
the Rev. Leonides Smith.
k

of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
All Kinds

lard 3JJ

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red 100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red 100

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal ftA-i- Wood

V

E

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

THE STAR BARN
Successor id

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,

TEA FOR MRS. WALTER

Mrs. Lorln C. Collins was hostess
Wednesday afternoon at a most delightful reception in honor of Mrs.
Paul A. F. Walter. Mrs. Collins is a
charming hostess and Santa Fe is indeed fortunate .to have Judge and Mrs.
Mrs.
Collins make their home here.
Collins and Mrs. Walter received the
numerous guests in the sun parlor at
St. Vincent's Sanitarium. The room
was beautifully decorated with aspara
gus ferns and golden rod, yellow color
predominating in all the decorations.
The tea table was attractive in its
dainty appointments. A large bowl full
of yellow dahlias and large shasta

tlful and show Santa Fe and the surrounding country In its most attractive
phases. One picture is of especial
merit. It shows the interior of a Mexican house with Its whitewashed
walls, adobe fireplace with the characteristic fire screen, the cross on the
table and the saints pictures on the
walls, and In front of the fireplace sits
the owner of the house an old Mexican woman In her black dress. Another picture shows a vine covered
adobe doorway that reminds one of
the mission doorways that have been
made famous In California. The wonderful cloud effects in the mountains
have been caught at just the right
moment in another picture, and give
a marvelous contrast of light and
shade on the mountains.' Quaint cor
ners of adobe houses, and bits of
crumbling wall .along some
form subjects for other photographs.
These pictures should be exhibited
where the public could enjoy them,
for they all work toward the city
beautiful Idea and show what quaint,
unique corners may be found about
Santa Fe.

UK entire country is
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FAREWELL

Mrs. Rupert Franz Asplund enterwi1
tained at bridge Tuesday afternoon as
efives
a farewell to Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter,
who leaves Saturday evening for Los
Angeles. The afternoon will be remembered as one more pleasant affair
given in the Asplund home, but the
pleasure was mingled with regret as
cAen.
the guests realized that they had been
Invited to meet and say goodby to
Mrs. Walter who has been a favorite
in all social circles here for so long.
WOOD-DAVI- S
Mrs. Asplund says that one bridge
SALE
I
party differs from another only in the
If
n$Y
Hardware, We Have
pattern of the silver used, but her
I
guests probably would not agree with
her In that. The delightful Individual
touches a hostess plans for her guests alities. One
"
rather
laughs
entertainment are the very things that Inanely.
make a home affair so much more enA lunch is not at all like this. It ofjoyable than a game of bridge at a ten includes stuffed eggs and
spring
club, and it is for just these original chicken. It comes out of a basket
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
or
points that Mrs. Asplund Is noted as hamper.
a hostess.
You use all your fingers on both
The decorations in the living room
or butter off them
and dining room were carried out in ifhands, and lick pie
All
you feel like It.
rich fall colors of tne dahlia. ImYou talk. about anything and everyAle
mense yellow dahlias were banked
thing. Jokes are all right, even pracagainst green asparagus fern in the tical
ones.
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
living room and the deep red "ragged
You laugh "Ha-h1" and eat heartily.
dahlias" decorated the dining room.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.
The soft green tints of the walls harPrancacio Sena will leave tomorCO.
monized beautifully with the color
row for Austin, Texas, to enter St.
scheme and formed a contrasting
Edward's' College for a term of three
background.
His many friends here wish
years.
After the devotees of bridge had him
success in his studies.
a
for
favorite
their
enjoyed
game
couple of hours, a dainty lunch was
(Continued on page three.)
served. Nasturtiums added a unique
note to the salad and carried out the
prevailing colors.
Mrs. Asplund's guests were: Mrs.
Paul A. F. Walter, Mrs. L, B. Prince,
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, Mrs. Frank
Clancy, Mrs. Charles Stauffer, Mrs. A.
B. Renehan, Mrs. James
Seligman,
N THESE, DAYS OF MODERN METH
Mrs. S. G. Cartwright, Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. E. B. Thomas. Mrs. J. A.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoRolls, Mrs. I. H. Rapp, Mrs. Francis
rtant part. The grandfather would
C. Wilson, Mrs. S. Spitz, Mrs. E. R.
Atbe amazed at the radiance of the mod-hoWright, Mrs. Frank Newhall, Miss
kinson, Miss Massie, Miss Elizabeth
and why all this light? To
ern
Massie, Miss Elizabeth Brown.

more hot water,

less fuel, than any other range.

Ample hot water for both
hath and

HARDWARE CO.

iron

It's

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

a

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER

LIGHT

KEEP BABY'S

SKIN

CLEAR

make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

BEEF STEAK FRY.

POW

CUTICURA

wooers stage

SOAP

N

the button and

your stove is ready to cook

your

iron ready to use, your toasted

.

The Tailor

guarantee
taken

and

Skirts

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
fWiLll unilli
$55.90

uAJ.4jm!.

r

I
Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Gents' Custom
Suits,

J

SO CONVEN

SANTA FE WATER SLIGHT CO.

JULIUS

repair
or alter Ladies and
Gents' Garments at

$46.90

IS QUITE

IENT as to touch

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

82--

SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS

J

It,

Why Import Mineral Water

'He-he!-

Miss Kate Mueller was hostess Tuesday evening at a merry picnic supper
S
LIVERY RIGS.
on one of the hills near Arroyo Hondo. The party left Santa Fe early in
the afternoon in an automobile and
Also First-Clas- s
Busses
and
Hacks,
Baggage Wagons
explored the Arroyo Hondo canon before sunset. After gathering wood for
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St,
R.
a big bonfire and heating large flat
stones on which to broil the beef
With
SANTA FE, N. M.
steak the picnickers sat down to "the
best bunch of eats" that they had seen
IN CLUB CIRCLES
for a long time.
The regular meeting of the MothAfter joly stories and been told and
ers' club began last Monday after the
had awakened the coyotes on the
songs
LINE
Resummer
recess
vacation.
DAY
AND NIGHT
for the
OPEN
hillside and the last coals of the camp
ports of the civic committee about fire and burned out the merry party
From
La Salle Restaurant
the work done in the school gardens returned to Santa Fe to
plan more
BARRANCA TO TAOS
and plans for many Improvements for picnics for a later date. Those
who
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South the schools were discussed. The club enjoyed Miss Mueller's treat were Mrs. Alifetime of disfigurement and suffernas much encouraged with the past Guy Turley, Miss Myrtle Boyle, Miss ing often results from the
Telephone 11.
Bounds Trains.
neglect, in
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot year's work and have many new plans Elsie Nusbaum, Wallace Springer and infancy orchildhood, of simpleskin afTwo Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
lor the coming year. The success of Jess Nusbaum.
fections. In the prevention and treatRegular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrlvee at the school
gardens showed the keen
ment of minor eruptions and in the
of the good time one al
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c.
Speaking
interest taken by the children along
Short Orders at All Hoars.
promotion of permanent skinandhair
Ten milee shorter than any other these lines and the work will be be- ways has on a picnic makes one wonand
broiled
ashes
with
der
steak
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura
why
health,
cove
Good
re
way.
nacka
and good gun on a larger scale early next
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
cinders and cooked In the smoke of an Ointment are
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
absolutely unrivaled.
frencn Noodle Order !0c a dlsa,
open fire out in the country always is
furnished commercial men to take In spring.
Cuticura
and
Ointment sold throughout tha
Soap
to be more enjoyed than the most exquisiteCommittees for the
Uw York Chop Susy Me. the surrounding towns.
world. Liberal wimple of each mailed free, with
Wtf K'.nbude given the local teachersreception
book. Addrea. "Cuticura," Dept. 4, Barton.
at the home ly flavored fillet au mignon served at
atiTender-faoemen
In comfort with OutU
of Mr. and Mrs. R F. Asplund next a fussy luncheon table. Puck makes cura Soap Shaving Stick,shave
25c. Liberal sample free.
Friday night were appointed. The the following distinction.
Lunch and Luncheon.
president has not been able to find all
of the members appointed and wishes
There is a very great difference bethe following ladies to serve on the tween a "lunch" and a "luncheon". At
MURALTER
a luncheon there are tea and wafers.
committees:
are not handed
Refreshment Mrs. J. A. Rolls, Mrs The refreshments
J. A. Walker, Mrs. Anita Chapman, around nor passed they are served,
Mrs. E. E. Friday, Mrs. C. P. Easley. pne partakes of a luncheon.
The napkin is laid across one knee,
Invitations Mrs. S. G. Cartwright.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott, Mrs. J. W. Nor- - which is carefully parallel to the other
knee. The tea is tasted or sipped; the
ment,
Decoration Mrs. James Seligman, crackers are nibbled. In breaking the
On Sale
Mrs. Charles Stauffer, Mrs. Henry crackers or sipping the tea the last two
Will clean, press
Daily, Until
fingers must be held forth at an angle,
Woodruff.
two
other
and
thumb
fingers
while the
Reception Mrs. T. Z. Winter.
do most ot the work.
Sept. 30, 1912. .
The only things one talks about at a
luncheon are the weather and person- ART EXHIBITS
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
reasonable prices and
Three pictures arrived at the school
of archaeology last week from Gerald
his work.
will
HOW'S THIS?
CHICAGO,
$50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
Cassldy, who is spending the summer
Re
One
Dollars
offer
Hundred
We
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS.
for Ladies'
$44.35 ST. PAIL, $50.35 in California, The pictures are water ward for any case of Catarrh that can- Orders
color sketches of Indians and are both not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
characteristic and effective. One
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
shows an Indian with his red blanket
WITH THE
Made
Overcoats,
We, the undersigned, have known
standing beside an adobe wall and is l' J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
or Riding
very striking. The others are sketch- believe him perfectly honorable In all
es of Indian life, one being a portrait business transactions and financially
and the other a sketch of a squaw able to carry out any obligations
Thirty years' of experience In
AI IFftBNf A Goinf via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returninf making bread
in an estufa. Mr. and. wade by his firm.
Isame route, or via A., T. & S. F.
tailoring in seme of the largest
Mrs. Cassldy were here during the NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
in Europe and America.
winter
and
and
friends
O.
cities
their
ANGELES
Toledo,
spring
and SAN DIFGO,
LQS
SAN FRANCISCO,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- hope they will return to Santa Fe
again this fall.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
101 .Washington Avenue.
of pictures reminds me of and mucous surfaces of the system,
Speaking
For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l Pas75
Price
collection
free.
of
Testimonials
sent
the splendid
photographs
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
that have Just been finished by Jesse cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugIPhoneLBIack 223.
Ii. A. COOMER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R., SANTA
Nusbaum, at his studio In the palace' gists.
FE, N. M
Take Hall's Family Pilla for con Goods Called for and Delivered.
ot the governors. The photographs
are In every detail artistic and beau attpation,

CREATH,

Most progressive
families are adding it to
their homes.
Louse.

by-pat- h

for table, where tea and cakes and other dainties were dispensed. Those assisting Mrs. Collins at the tea table
were Mrs. Edgar L. Hewett, Mrs. W.
H. Sargent, Mrs. A. B. Renehan, Mrs.
James Seligman, Miss Massie, Miss
Elizabeth Massie and Miss Miller, of
New Orleans.

FIRST-CLAS-

J.

waking up to trie fact
that nothing else is as con- i
i
i.i ana pleasure
ducive to health
as Hot and Cold water in the

vSjjjjvJ

Suits.

This Is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb..

?
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SOCIETV Young
Are You Going to Save in Buying
Your Ladies', Misses' and Children's

Continued

RECEPTION.
'

Coats, Suits and Dresses
You can if you will, by calling
on us and examining the larg-

At the meeting of the Mothers' club
Monday afternoon it was decided to
hold a reception for the teachers of
the public schools at the home of Mr.
and .Mrs. Rupert Franz Asplund at
S o'clock next
Friday evening. The af-

fair promises to be one of great interest to all Santa Fe people for they
may in this way meet and become
acquainted with the new teachers who
will be in- Santa Fe during the winter.
The Mothers' club extends a cordial
invitation to the public to attend this
reception and hopes that they will cooperate with the club in welcoming
the new corps of teachers.

est selection in the city of the
above mentioned goods, never
before offered at such low prices

.

From Page 2.)

We can Safely Assure a Saving of

PURELY PERSONAL
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stauffer have
moved into the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul A. F. Walter, on Palace avenue.

Wallace Springer left this morning
for a few days in Las Vegas. He
made the trip over on his motorcycle.

Call and be convinced that our Goods and
Prices are THE BEST and LOWEST.

This Week's Extra Special, -- All
Silk Messaline Underbills

Block

(?

,

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh K. Gilmour have
returned after a week's visit with Mr.

lAiQ

The White House

and Mrs. Woodford at the Bishop's
ranch.

in the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordeal she is to undergo.
The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting months.
prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and its use
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisis
In splendid physical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother thaa
that she we Mother's Friend; It is a
medicine that has proven its value
in thousands of
cases.
Mother's
Friend Is sold at
m
urus
t
biuibs.
Write for free
KItINU
book for expect
ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many suggestions of a helpful nature.

THE CAPITAL TAILOR

Miss Joy'Washburn, who underwent
Brooks, an
operation at St. Vincent's Sanitarof Colorado Springs, are visitors in
ium Wednesday morning, is on the
Santa Fe this week. They are stopsafe road to a speed recovery. Airs.
ping at the Sanitarium.
Washburn, of Oklahoma, arrived in
the city the first of the week and is
Leslie Gillett, mining expert in the with
her daughter.
field division of the federal land office,

et

us wear the kind that
look as if they were made
for us, Store Clothes are
all right for people who "dont

left today for Roswell after spending
c week in Santa Fe.

Mrs. E. P. Davies and children have
returned from a long stay in Califormm
Mrs. Davies was in ill health
Miss Agnes C. Laut, a ncted writer nia.
fnd enthusiastic admirer of New Mex- when she left Santa Fe in the early
ico, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday spring for the Pacifi6 coast and the
Rnd will spend several day3 here. She rest and change of climate have done
lier a great amount of good,
is registered at the Palace hotel.

care" but it is certainly more
economical even for the "dont
care" man to have a tailor-mad- e
suit because, it will last
longer, fit better and look
more like prosperity than
"the ready" made brand.'.

See if Tailor-mad- e

T. A. Hayden and the Rev.Leonidas
Mrs. Max Frost is spending a couple
of weeks in Kansas City with rela Smith left Tuesday for Las Vegas for
tives and friends. Her plans include a business trip. Mr. Smith returned
a trip to Excelsior Springs before her to Santa Fe Wednesday while Mr.
return to Santa Fe the end of the Hayden made a mining survey in the
country near Las Vegas. He is ex- month.

pected to return next Tuesday.

NEW MEXICO

e

Clothes.-S-

the Capital

ee

MILITARY

I

Tailor.

INSTITUTE

'TheWestPoin of ths Southwest'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.

War Department.

smyy

flea,-

Located

In

the beautiful Pecos

Valley, 8,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air

work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
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For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Albuquerque
h
and return atone and
fare for the round trip from all
points in New Mexico.
one-fift-

T'S a beautiful array
of the Women's Fall
Footwear that we
have here spread out for
your choosing!

I

$4.15

1

fifth
Ml:!

SANTA

171 h and 18th
Return Limit, Sept. 19th.

-

H. S. LUTZ,

-

AGENT

OW IS THE TIME

N'

t

have Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings
AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Fruit Ladders a
how.

IS AN EXCLUSIVE
CREATION

from America's Leading specialty.
Fashion Authorities in
104 Galisteo Street
Footwear. Leathers of

J.F.RHOADS

Gun Metal, Calf. Patent
Colt, Sueees, Tan Calf,
Velvet, Etc.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. M

ECOMONY
GROCERY

i

We've some beautiful styles in
Dull Mat and Cloth Tops

" All Co ids at Right Prices"

MEDIUM

PRICED SHOES $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
Shoe Luxury, $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

IS THE MOTTO OF

J.

Our Medium Priced Shoes are the best values ever offered at the prices. Our Shoes
of Luxury you will say excells anything in
beautiful shoemaking you've ever seen.

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

309 Ban Francisco Street
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

'

John Pflueger

Jr,

II. BLAIN,

N. M.

Aug. 22, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Jose P..
Gonzales of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
April 1, 1007, made homestead entry
No. in9661-04i77- ,
Section
for NE
3ii, Township 19 North, Range 10 East,
New Mex. Prin. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
proof 'to establish claim to the land
aoove described, before Register or
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 17th day of
October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco
Eucamaclon Gonzales,
Dominguez, M. Dominguez and Rafael
Montoya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
five-ye-

1

j

Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter and four
children, Dorothy, John, Paul and
Constance, will leave this evening for
Los Angeles, where they will make
their home In the future. Mr. and
Mrs.
Walter came to Santa Fe
thirteen years ago and have become
thoroughly affiliated with the town and
its interests and its progress. They
leave a host of friends in Santa Fe
who will miss them keenly in every
line, but who rejoice in their prosperity and t!ie advantages that will be
theirs in a larger city. Mr. Walter is
connected with the Los Angeles Times
and will no doubt hame his name
there. He has bought a house in Holy-woothe most beautiful suburb of
Los Angeles, and Mrs. Walter and the
children- will go there immediately.

Supt,

Mexico, on the 10th day of October,
1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales, Es- tanislao Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all
of Ildefonso,' New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
T. L. Parks, Murrayville, Ga., Route
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recently cured of a bad kidney and bladder
trouble. He says himself:
"I have
suffered with my kidneys. My back
ached and I was annoyed with bladder irregularities.
I can truthfully
say, one 60c bottle of Foley Kidney
Pills cured me entirely." They contain no habit forming drugs. For
sale by all druggists.

FE

Dates of Sale, Sept.

EACH SHOE

'

FROM

2

For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. HI.
August 15, 1912.
Notice Is hereby given that David
Qulntana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico,
who, on July 19, 1909, made Homestead
NE
SB
Entry No. 010716, for S
S 2 N
SB 4 NE
SB 4
SW 4 NE
S
SW 4
NE
NE
B 2 SW 4 SW 4 NE
SE 4 NW 4 SW 4 NE
W 2
NE
NW 4 SB
E
SE
NW 4 NW
E
SB
Section
10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of lnten
tion to make three-yea-r
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver.
V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New

1M

September 18th, 1912.

2

:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.,

NOTICE.
Military Institute. Mrs. Sparks and
Notice is hereby given that the unHazel will spend the winter In Bostii,
where Hazel will continue her musical dersigned was on the third day of
studies in the New England Conser September, 1912, appointed by the
Hon. Probate Court of the County of
vatory.
Santa Fe,. administrator of the estate
of Miguel Oritz, deceased.
Judge and Mrs. William H. Pope
All persons having claims against
and Douglas Walker returned Wedmale.
the said estate must present the same
evening for a visit with her sisters in
from
a
month's
visit
nesday
delightful
to the undersigned administrator, and
New York and Pennsylvania.
She
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Judge and Mrs. E. C. Abbott have !t Denver, where Judge Pope
also
the persons indebted to the
will remain in the east for a couple returned
Register.
from a delightful trip along
at court. They made the trip in estateallmust
settle their accounts,
of months before returning to her the Pacific coast. Mrs.
Abbott left their new Cadillac car and found that within the time
law.
by
home on Buena Vista Heights.
prescribed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
early in the summer for Seattle and that was by far the most cnjojable
DANIEL C. ORTIZ,
Department of the Interior,
Portland, where she visited relatives. mode of travel. The Misses Hull, who
Administrator.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. William A. Glasford spent the Judge Abbott joined her In August and accompanied them to Denver, continuAugust 22, 1912.
day in Santa Pe Wednesday and vis- they spent a month or so along the ed their Journey to Athens, Georgia,
If you use embossed stationery, you
is
Notice
hereby
given that Jose N.
ited several of her old friends In the California beaches.
where they will remain for tl:ree or can do no better than place your orN. M., who, on
of
Gonzales
Galisteo,
Mrs.
Glasford may decide to
city.
foui months visiting their brother.
der with the New Mexican Printing May 27, 1907, made Homestead Entry
Mrs. Sparks and son and daughter,
spend a few months here with her
Company, prices will be quoted upon No. 11515, for S
Section 33,
SE
mother, Susan B. Davis, who has lived left Wednesday evening for the east.
T. H.
of the school of request. Our styles and forms are S
Section 34, Township
SW
in Las Vegas for a number of years. Their first stop was In Louisville, Ky., AmericanParkhurst,
archaeology, will leave Sun- strictly up to date.
P.
15 North, Range 9 East, N. M.
Colonel Glasford, who official title is where Ralph will enter the Kentucky
day night for Bernalillo, where he will
has filed notice of inten
Meridian,
Let Him Know tt If you are out of tion to make
join Dr. Charles F. Lumis and Quimo.
proof, to establish
Dr. Lumis has been gathering proof a position, you must let the employer claim to the land above described, be
THE MACKINAW IS WARM AND COMFY
that Coronado wintered at Bernalillo know it. A want advertisement in the fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
on
through New Mexico. ness and professional man in the city Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on
FOR ROUGH, STORMY WEATHER. Thehis march
party will go to Jemez and spend and county and a great many In the the 15th day of October, 1912.
the next month excavating in the old state. If you have any special talClaimant names as witnesses:
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino, Au'
pueblo ruins there. The church at ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Jemez is said to be the first founded
gustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
Subacrfte for the Santa Pe New all ot Galisteo, New Mexico.
by the Franciscan fathers, even anteMANUEL R. OTERO,
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
dating those in California.
of the time and works for the
unRegister.
The Misses Ada and Eva Springer, building rf our new State.
Antoine Deloria, Postmaster at
daughters of Frank Springer, of Las
Mich., knows the exact facts
Vegas, sailed from Liverpool yesterhe speaks of the curative value
when
day on the Augusta Louise. The girls
of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
are evidently not superstitious and
"From my own experience I recomhave no fear of starting on a journey
mend
Foley Kidney Pills, as a great
on Friday the thirteenth.
They will
for kidney trouble. My fathremedy
remain in Washington with their father was cured of kidney disease and
er until December, when they are
a good many of my neighbors were
planning a family reunion for the holi-cured by Foley Kidney Pills." For
days in Las Vegas. Mrs. Springer
sale by all druggists.
and Miss Laura will remain in Swit-- i
zerland for a couple of months longer, ,
when they will Join Mr. Springer in
Washington.

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITF, Treasurer.
JOHN W. Pi E, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO..
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The Capital Tailor
Ready-Mad-

W1..1 I

IN

pre-side-

A. E. SYUFY,

Never Mind About the

ffl

H

Miss Lavert, of New Orleans, is vis-- '
Mlss Helen
leaves Sunday
iting Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Lavert at their
n T.ovort nisht for Northampton, Massachu- lmmp nn tho Hnth m
wlll probably remain in Santa Fe for setts, where she will enter the senior
the next month before returning to class in Smith College. She will meet
Miss Eilleen McMUlen, of Albuquerher home in the south.
que, at Lamy and make the Journey
hpr alnnA thA rfrla ara rlnan.
Miss Flora Conrad left Wednesday
at

is not Best

Come to the Capital Tailor
and choose a snappy pattern.

I

be-

Mr. and Mrs. G. Franklin

clothes-l-

fmmi

;

CO.. Atlanta. Ca.

v
Mrs. S. Viveash, who spent several
days with Mrs. Boyle this week, reDr. Edgar L. Hewett returned last
turned to her ranch on the Pecos evening from San Diego where he deThursday.
livered a course of lectures at the
meeting of the school of archaeology
Miss Ethel Church leaves this in that
city. The school was well atevening on the Limited for her home tended and proved to be very popular
in Washington, where she will spend in California.
the winter.

WILL BE

WOMEN'S SHOES

Mother's

her mother for several months
fore- returning to the Philippines,

ROOSEVELT

IN

Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Bergere, Mrs. now lieutenant colonel of the United
Nina Otero Warren and Miss Agnes States signal corps, is stationed in
C. Laut arrived yesterday from AlbuManila and Mrs. Glasford is vtBiting

Catron
Block

querque.

Since we must wear

THE BEST

No young woman,

REGULATOR

HRES

THEODORE

MOTHER;

BRADFIELD

i

-

The new outing and winter gar
ment is styled the mackinaw and, as
its name Indicates, is particularly
suited to windy or stormy weather.
It may be Just the right fashion for
g
the
girl who has no Inten
tion of spending any large part of her
days indoors, in spite of the occas

A really effective kidney and blad
der medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary irregularities. They are safe and reliable.
They help quickly and permanently.
In the yellow package. For sale by
all druggists.

with plain black which shows in the
collar and cuffs.
The particular feature of the coat
la the shawl fringe at the lower edge
which seems to add to the length
without increasing the weight.
A loose belt and four handy pockWork for the New Mexican. It Is
ets, with a big collar which turns up
ional dark day.
comfortably around the ears add to working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
Its material is a rich, soft worsted its favor.
iF.f

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO

All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the DenverB& Rio Grande
IN EFFECT,

June 1st to Septembei 30th
Return Limit, October 31st 13
Liberal Stopovers.
For Information as to rates, reservations,

etc., call on or write to any
W. D. Shea, T. F.

&

O. & R. Q. Agent or

P. A., Santa Fe.

.w QMS
WI- N-

WHICH WILL

EMIL MIGNARDOT

WILLIAM FARAH

THE

Capital Bar

THE AMERICAN ROSE OR THE O
ENGLISH LILY IN A PERILOUS I

An !ce Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

SWIM

A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
1

Drover, Eng., Sept. 14. Ever since
G. Washington cornered CornttfilliH
at Yorktown, the British and Ameri-- !
have been
can
walloping each other at every turn
and now the woman are at it.
Here in Drover in little red brick
cottages on the Esplanada which
skirts the English. Chanuel, an Ameri-- 1
can girl and an -- English girl liave
been watching each other like kitty
hawks. The girls are Rose 1'itonor,
champion of the American women
an'immara onil T.Hv Smith. IllR KnC- lish girl who gives splendid exhibitions of a tug boat herself.
Both want to swim the channel.
Each aspires to the be the first woman to negotiate the roughest bit of
water in the world a feat never performed by one of the sex, and by but
two men.
For more than six weeks the girls
have waited by the water for the cold,
rainy weather to disappear, that ihey
may have decent conditions for their
swim. All Drover is interested iutiie
determined mermaids and the girls
from across the briny has as many
followers as the statuesque Englich
beauty.
The rival camps watch each other
closely, that neither girl may be first
to attempt the swim. They keep a
retinue of tugs and Bmall boats in constant readiness, for it is no smnli
thing to brave the English channel
chop, in a swim to La Belle France,
nobs
snd to the first one will
cf ft ' mtaing and tne prss anenung.
for future vaudeville engagements.
Both girls are accompanied by their
fathers, every morning each sire is
afoot before daylight, scanning tho
horizon with glasses, for the first
threat of a promising day, that his
daughter may take advantage of tli
,comiitiofis
The
. One fairly good day did come.
Pitonofs watched the Smiths. They
didn't particularly want to make the
swim, but would. if the Smiths started
The Smiths feigned lack of interest,
but suddenly, from an
corner of the harbor their boat shot
along the English coast and Juno Lily
swim to Mar- was on on her
brothers-under-the-ski-

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE NEW' MEXICAN
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will make you forget your
troubles!

n

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.

e

14,

1912.

I did not know that Sidna Allen was
here, but I recognized him when the
officers went into the house and arrested him. It Is awful, but I can't
help it."
,.

Work for the New Mexican. It Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

n

Modern Grocery Comp'y.

'

Saturday Specials:

255

San Francisco St.

Phone 239 W

HOW THEY STAND
,

i

mm

NATIONAL

'

'

New York
Chicago .

LEAGUE.
"

.

Washington

'

LEAGUE.

.

.

69
74
75
, 80

.

,.48
..46

.

.

Des Moines

.

.

Lincoln
Sioux City

..75.

.

,;

..

.

Wichita
Topeka

and
1875,
of
the
end
the
until
just as it will be
woman
pitted
with
time, probably;
a
against woman but give either
chance to take a yank at the bull
dog's caudal appendage or the eagle's
feathers, and watch them both grasp
opportunities and tail piece.
land

gate.
The next the 'English press blazed
with the news, but Papa and Rose
Pitonof declared this was nothing.
The channel remained unconquered
by woman. Days have passed, and
neither has attempted the swim.
It is the United States against Eng- -

lust as it

,

Pet.
.716
.000
.591
.485
.460
.445
.358
'.340

Pet.
.596
.508
.551
.528
.484
.475
.469
.329

WHERE THEY PLAY.

LILY SMITH.

ROSE PITONOF

67
77
75
78
98

..72
..08
,.69
..48

-

-

SS

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Won Lost
..87 '" 59
Denver
..84 ' 04
Omaha
60
..81
St. Joseph . ...

3

was in

NATIONAL.

Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Boston; 2 games.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
AMERICAN.
at Chicago.
Boston at St: Louis.
New York

Philadelphia at Cleveland,
Washington at Detroit.

BASEBALL

Peck-inpaug- h

p

1

Jen-fend-

1

.701
.624
.605
.500
.474
.415
.373
.30S

.65
;.63
.60

.

.

New York
St. Louis

Pet.

40
59
53
68
70
79
84
92

Won Lost
38
,.80
54
.'.SI
56
..81

Boston
Chicago

Lost

94

81
08
63
50
50
41

AMERICAN

Detroit .
Cleveland

Won

.......... .83

Pittsburg
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
St. Louis .
Brooklyn .
Boston

for seven
cial brand required to whip the Naps He means extra dividends
for.
one
he
the
plays
besides
clubs
into a winning team.
ball
But it is not all Davis's fault. The People who ca.e little for base inwho have no particular
players and others who saw the and many
team go to the park
in
terest
know
any
O'TOOLE IN TROUBLE.
squad in training down , south,
for no other rea- What is tae matter with Marty Davis did not start the season With a when Detroit plays
Ison
than to see Tyrus perform.
The red haired twirling high class club. He had no first nor
O'Toole?
He is the greatest press agent hi
marvel who last year opened the eyes third baseman. Turner "rounding to
;the game. There is no one engaged
of the basball world by his remark- later. At short both Olson and
in entertianing the public as widely
of
Ryan
fell
St.
exceptions.
shy
able work as a member of the
as he is.
advertised
was
as
there
to
shine
Paul club's pitching staff, has failed had failed
"
the
would.
Vila.3 ronntaMnn
he
confidence
tr
f.tilnl in
im
IU lf.m
lyJ
Ml
JLC13U
ii.t.
I. llU.UVIVU
with the Pittsburgh club, and the pitching staff simply could not be got
baseball fans of the smoky town to going good. Krapp's complete AMERICAN TEAM
have opened up with an overtime blowup was a hard rap.
The catching staff proved woefully
The unfortunate
panning tatto.
WINS PALMA TROPHY
Then came Lajoie's
O'Toole has failed miserably on inadequate.
to
be
occasions this season, and jury at a time when he seemed
while the sport writers of Pittsburgh as great as ever. Injuries, sickness
innu-fan- s
BIG EVENT AT OTTAWA, CADADA, PROVES
have refrained from knocking, the and other causes have forced
Davis
BRITIANS
have not shown the same 'spirit merable changes in the line-uEASY MONEY FOR YANKEES
in the field long
of goodfellowship, and rs a resuU never had one line-uWON FIRST MATCH
a
Marty has been the recepient of aev-- i enough to start to cement together
ball club.
eral wallops..
it is
Under such circumstances
David J. Dovies, one of the Pitts-Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 14. The Ameris
can team won the Palma trophy repburgh's leading sport writers, de-- doubtful if a McGraw, Mack,
O'Toole and the following ed- - nings. Chance or any other manager resenting the military rifle championcould have made impressive showing. ship of the world, here today.
itorial was published recently:
When Davis discovered he did not
The writer was sorry to witness the
The Canadian team won the first
outburst of feeling against Marty have a ball club, which was before match. At the 800 yard range the Cathe season opened, the scouts could nadians made 593 points and the team
O'Toole at Forbes field yesterday.
could from the United States designated as
Marty was so highly touted when not find ball players and they
he was purchased from the St. Paul not be bought nor brought up from the "American" team, 590 points. The
club that the fans in Pittsburgh and the Naps' farms his only hope was to Americans won in the 900 yard conelsewhere were led to expect impossi-- try to mold the players he had into a test, 571 to 561.
how-anThe American team won the Palma
bilities from him. A clean liver real team. Instead of molding,
trophy by eight points. Score:
a hard worker, this famous young ever they molded,
athlete has failed to get going Davis took his defeats sadly to Americans 1720.
Canadians 1712.
Bince his enrollment as a member of heart. Down in Philadelphia, where
the Pittsburgh club. He has pitched probably- - there never played a more Both teams broke the world's rifle
record.
great ball and has pitched the other popular ball player, the fans will the shooting
But usually, when he is on the! fuse to hold: ;tiim to blame for
RUSSIAN POLITICAL
bill his teammates fall down; and if Naps' failure.
POLICEMAN IS SHOT.
the reader will take the trouuie 10 go
Lupa-kofTRYUS COMES HIGH
London, Sept. 14. Colonel
back over the dope he or she will find
poRussian
the
Cobb's
of
14.
head
political
that. Martv has had it cut up to
Ty
Detroit, Mich., Sept.
contract with the Detroit lice, was shot down while waiting for
him to hold the other fellows to one three-yea- r
or two runs in order to win; in many
nnins tlila HnRnn. Before the a street car today with his wife at
cases the only manner in which he Tigers start out in 1913 Tryus must Pyatigorsk, Ciscaucasia, according to
news
could have won would have to shut sign another contrct and the new a dispatch received here by a
asThe
St.
from
Petersburg.
agency
out.
club
the opposing
salary figure named by the player
sassin
inescaped.
O'Toole is a great pitcher! The will undoubtedly mrke the most
gossip.
writer has implicit faith in his ability teresting bit of
to make good. He has been under
The salary the Detroit club is pay6ruBg eqj uj s.uan Sunods aswri
the handicap of too much publicity
ing Ty this year and also for the two
unin
and
season
this
reason,
much notoriety
preceding years is $9,000 a
til the fans have ceased to expect real money. To sign a new contract
what cannot be, Marty is going to the Georgian, it is said will demand
have his troubles.
the largest salary figure ever named
We would cite the cas of Rube Mar by a man in base ball, player or man
dollar ager. He refuses to say what it will
guard, the "eleven-thousanlemmon." who made John AlcUraw's hp it. is renoried that he will want
An English woman's idea of the
life a burden during a couple of sea- between $12,000 and $15,000 to con
United States, as she conveyed it to
sons. But there is no need going out- tinue his career as a Tiger
corn- side the Pittsburg club for a parallel;
Cobb realizes that he is now in his Eva Blaisdell of the "Beverly"
take the experience of Charley Adams prime and that the next two or three pany.
for 'instance :
Miss Eva Blaisdell, who plays on"
years will mean a continuation of the
Adams was the hero of the 1909 same quality of playing, so if he is the, leading parts in "Beverly" at the
world's series. His jump into fame ever to better his income, now is the Elks'
theatre, is a Toledo, Ohio, g'rl
from being an ob- psychological moment.
was meteor-like- ;
the past summer in Eng
sDent
hn
is
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There is no question that
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says Miss Blaisdell, "and then
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man
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game
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rnnn io Mack rvr Detroit, a losing ' ple I ever came in contact with. They
team, is constantly drawing better imagine this country is about the
DAVIS NOT TO BLAME.
the same size as their own two by four
Those who have known Harry than the Athlethics, althoughworld s
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games.

TODAY'S GAMES.
NATIONAL
At Brooklyn

LEAGUE.

.

j
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at Cost. We
Carry nothing over.

Closed but

Bannanas 25c Doz.

The Store With a Conscience
PHONE 262.

.

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.

October

POLICE CALLED

Live Stock

....

TO FUNERAL OF

AND

MRS.JOHNSON
II.,
Chicago,
crowded so at

Sept.

14.

Poultry Exhibits

People

the funeral today

a

Louis-Bosto-

1912.

10, II, 12,

PREMIUMS FOR

of
R. H. E. the white wife of Jack Johnson, ne-

n

FRANK A. STORTZ

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

Secretary.

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
I
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

'

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Imported

Hi
A

elf

U interested ana mould Know
nbout the wonderful

MARVEL Whirling Spray
Tbe new vagirai synnga.
licst mo3i convenient,
i.
Cleanses instantly.

CO.

SUMMER

CHICHESTER S PILLS

T0URI5T

IHamond Ttrun
1'IIIa in ltcd snd trold meiaJlicXV
boxes, sealed i tfith Ulna Ritbon. V
no other. Buy of Tour
Taba
Ikvna-irlatA&v far fill l.!IIHt4.TEIl 5
OIAMONI
lUtANIft PILLS, fur 8
years known 8s Best, Sle?(, Always Reliar.lt
SOLO BY RRllfiOISTS EVERYWHERE

jf

vauf drueeistfor it

MARVEL, accept no other?
mmrA etomn for Illustrated
tmntf
Eald. It eives full narticuMARVEL

and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND- - CIGAR5

GREGG & COLE, Props.

Every Woman

RATES

East 23d StrHt.Niv

4

BEST FOR MISS BLAISDELL

d

All Vegetables and Bakery Goods

210 3 gro pugilist, who committed suicide,
Broklyn
6 14 2
Pittsburg
that the police were called to clear
Battries: AllenM Stack and Miller; the sidewalk in front of the house.
In the
Cooper and Gibson
(Several thousand people were
j
street when the police arrived.
Cincinnati-Philadelphigame postChicago, Sept. 14. Mrs. Johnsons
mother and sister, Mrs, David Terry,
poned, rain. Two games Monday.
and Miss Elaine Terry, of Brooklyn,
R. H. E. N. Y., were attended by the negro
At Boston (1st game)
2
7
2
Boston
pugilist. Johnson supported and half
3
8 0 carried Mrs.
St. Louis.
Terry as she walked from
Batteries: Dickson and Rariden; the house. The two" women entered
Greiner and Wingo.
Johnson's closed limousine and sped
ft. H. E. nwav with the fighter..
'
At Boston (2nd game)
.11 16 1
Boston
Jack Curley, manager of Jim Flynn,
8
1
2
St. Louis
iTom Flanagan, Johnson's trainer, Jack
and Rariden; Barry
Brown
Batteries:
Barney Furey, train-ie- r
and
Snyder:';
of many fighters, all white,, and a
Redding
score of others prominent in the world
game iof eloves, attended the funeral.
At St. Louis St.
postponed; wet grdunds.
The pall bearers were negroes,
i
Johnson's personal friends.
R. H. E.
At New York
..5 7 0 SIDNA ALLEN CAPTURED
New York
..0 3 1
Chicago
IN IOWA, TODAY.
Tesreau and Wilson;
Batteries:
i
Richie and Archer. '
tw MnineR. la.. SeDt. 14. Sidna Al
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
len, leader of the Hillsville, Virginia,
R. H. E. Allen gang, and Wesley Edwards a
At Cleveland (1st game)
9 13 1 member of the gang, 'were arrested
Cleveland
3 11 2 norp tndav. according
to detectives
Philadelphia
r
Steen and Carisch! Coombc, Houck from Roanoke, Va.
The man believed to be Sidna Alien
and Lapp.
t 'Eleventh
was
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican and Locust streets, and Wesley.
sees more people in one day than you arrested while working with a paving
..
sang.
can see in a month. Try one.
When Sidna Allen was found in the
rooming house, the officer ordered him
to, surrender. As he did so, according

OUR OWN UNITED STATES

T

to the detectives, he said: "I guess
you've got me now."
Maud Irola, of Mount Ayre, Va.,
FUR BUSINESS
sweetheart of Edwards, was nonchalCANADA
(N
ant about the capture.
"I loved Edwards," she said. "When
Edmonton, Alta., Sept. 14. Seven r 'left Mount Ayre, I did not think any
thousand dol- one would know that I was going to
hundred and twenty-fivlars is the value of the furs brought him. He was always kind to me and
to Edmonton from the north country we were to have been married soon.
p.nd transhipped
today to London,
Paris, St. Petersburg, New York and
Boston. The Hudson's Bay heads the
list with $375,000 worth of fur,
the
Brothers have $150,000,
Northern Trading company reports
andindependent fur trad$100,000
ers make up the balance. The skins
are of the. highest quality and are in
'
the best of condition.
There are several silver fox skins,'
each valued at fro m$lt250 to $1,500,
and others ranging in value from $B00
to $1,000. The catch of fox fur was
larger than in former years. The
other skins are marten, mink, beaver,
fox, bear, deer of various kinds and
muskrat. Most of the furs are from
the country north and east of Slave
lake and the Mackenzie river, and
from the Peace river district and the
northern portions of the provinces of
Alberta and British Columbia.
Indians are the principal hunters at
the northerly posts of the trading
companies, although a number of
white men are engaged in the business. The average catch for an experienced trapper is valued at from
at
$1,500 to $2,000 a season, though
times the hunter earns from two to
three times that amount by taking
silver foxes, which are not only rare
but also difficult to lure to the baited traps.
The Chipewyan Indians, who are
the chief hunters for the Hudson's
Bay company, made their largest
catches in the Great Slave lake district, where the country is as wild and
undeveloped as nature left it centuries ago, There is a fascination
about the remote north, which insidiously works its way into the blood,
and as a result the white men, who
have lived there two or three seasons, find it difficult to leave and live
in restricted civilization altogether.
At the present time the residents of
the far north travel about in car roles
or dog trains. There are some horses
7, 8, 9,
and oxen in the country, but they
are used for other purposes. Trapocping and fishing are the chief
cupations, though at and near the
posts, south of the Arctic circle, the
BIQ
factors grow grains, grasses and

BIG MONEY IN

SEFT.

S. G. BUFF

ORPINGTOUS

A Number of
Thoroughbred COckerels
For sale at

v

but 1 enjoyed the salt water, and it
was my first experience in the briny.
$1.50 to $3.00
There was an angular British female
ONE YEAR OLD
ROOSTERS
with teeth like an ear of corn, who
the
in
around
was wading dolefully
$3.00 to $5.00
water near me, and I mentioned to
A. Wheelon
her that I had never been In salt wa.
ter before. 'Why, how is that?' saked
PHONE SOI f i
the solemn Englishwoman.
"I live in Toledo, in the United
States, when I'm home, and I've never
s
been near the ocean .'.until 1 came
across this summer.
4 Horse Power
.. .
,
' " 'That's strange,' commented the
$165.00
PRICE,
should
have
'I
thought you'd
woman,
Magneto.
have been in the Atlantic often.'
With Imported
a doubt with trouble
"But 1 don't live anywhere near the ALMotorOycleleftwithout
the factory.
at
Atlantic, said I.
"'Well, if you don't live near the
Atlantic, then you must live near the
Pacific, If you don't live hear one
ocean, then you must live near the
'
other.'
"I tried to tell that woman that the
United States Was 3600 miles Wide,
but she gave me a look that fairly
LIGHT. SILENT AN D BHLI ABIr R ;
shouted liar, and gleomlly stalked
PASH BROS.. Aits SantayFe.
away.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

-

$18.15

Denver,

$21.10

Pueblo,

Salt Lake,

$16.15

$40.00

CALIFORNIA.

ChaHes

Pope Motor CycIe

.

Colo.(Springs,

St. Paul,
$50.35

Los Angeles,
San

Diego,

$46.90
On

i

,,.

J

San Francisco,

San Francisco,
Oakland,

One way via Portland,

$55.90

$73.35

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 3 st.

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

1

Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Eastern

For further information call on or addren,

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

SANTA FE, N. M.

i

SATURDAY,

SEPT.

14,
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ing! Why do they have old conventions anyway, when they know there
is going to be a bargain sale" that
OF EVERY BUILD
Established 1856
Incorporated 1903
week? Harry you've got to vote for
tln-the socialistis and
the
maybe
You Will Find the
By NAN O'NIEL
prices will be reduced all the time and
The Honorable Mike O'Toolehas re- - I can have a blue divas made just like
Domatter how unusual your shape we can fit you in a
Styles In
turned from (lie metropolis. You may that one Edith got only prettier."
not realize just how much of a so-- !
FITFORM OR BENJAMIN'S SKIT OR OVERCOAT
ciety item this statement is, but if
FRIDAY MUSIGALE.
you had heard the long list of din-- ;
and please you in our Large Assortment of Snappy Grays,
Mrs. E, A. Fiske was hostess at a
ner engagements and breakfast en-- j
musicals Friday afternoon at -jand
Browns and Blues.
luncheons
W. LINDHARDT,
gamements
engage-- '
home at Catedral place. Twenty
meuts
and
and enjoy:
over engagements that man had you more guests were
ALL THE NEW MODELS JUST IN.
125 Palace Ave..
ed the musical numbers which were
you would surely recognize the fact
Mrs.
Zimmerman.
Mrs.
that lie was a much societed gentle- - rendered by
man. He attended three conventions Zimmerman is a pianist of great nowadays which were not made in
and did all he could to make himself ability and talent htand studied for bygone centuries.
We know that arabroad iore she decided chitecture, after
We are Always Headquarters on
the conventional man but yet. he re- many years
all, is building acin
Germany.
er; friends en- cording to certain well defined printurns wearing that highly original and 'to 4ive
Cold .Weather Items,
the rare treat
individual blue BUit.
Haven't you joyed and listened to of hearing her ciples of proportion and symmetry.
play
waltzes
mean comfort on these chilly evenings
najiced it? then surely you haven't and Beethoven sonatasChopin as old but it is designed so that an edifice
when completed shall suit the
played
seen
,
him, for the blue is the last masters wouldlike to
the colder days to come.
have heard them poses for which it was erected as well
word in autumn color styles and the
as forma harmonious whole, externalcut is just the latest but he says cut played.
ity and internally."
it out,
The Honorable Mike says that the IN CLUB CIRCLES.
Subserve for the Santa F New
The Wallace club were the guests
society leaders of Albuquerque were
out for the conventions. Albuquerque of Mrs. Guy Turley at the home of her Mexican, the paper hat boosts nil
For Men, Women, Misses and Children,
has more than its share of circuses mother, Mrs. H. S. DuVal, on Weber of the time and works for the uj
Men's, Boys', Ladies', Misses' and Chifall with three conventions in street. The program for the winter building rt our new State.
this
one-ha- lf
On all Summer Goods, going
New Styles.
ldren's SWEATERS in
price.
one week and the state fair to include was begun today, thu club having deAND
ALL
STOCK.
NEW
over. A good Sweater is
all of another week. It must have cided to study the Knglish novelists it
Look
been rather hard on those society this year. Mrs. Turley's guests, beMust be moved immediately for Fail Arrivals.
a doctor bill.
CASCARETS BES
cheaper
women to attend three conventions in sides the members of the club, were
succession though, for they would un- Mrs. Hugh K. Gilnioiir. Mrs. T. A.
doubtedly be convinced with each Hayden, Miss Helen Zane and Miss
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS
GO.
FOR THE
speaker's views at each meeting and Kate Mueller.
their minds would be worn out, to! Mrs. A. B. Tienehnn was hostess this
say nothing of their gowns, by the afternoon to the Saturday Card club.
end of the week, because they had had There were no outrtidi; guests pres-- '
ent.
to change them so often.
No Headache, Bad Taste, Sour EM8amtBB','WttH
The Thirteen' club met with Mrs.
The story is told of an Albuquer- Stomach or Coated Tongue
W
in
que woman wno attended all the con-- ; Francis C. Wilson this afternoon.
by Morning.
ventions. Tuesday morning she told
her husband that he would have to PURELY PERSONAL
vote for Wilson. "Mr. A. A. Jones
FURNITURE
Miss Pearl Gallagher left on the
It is more necessary that you keep
came up to speak to me last night New Mexico Central
this noon to in- your Bowels, Liver and Stomach
that splendid speech of his and
BANK
CO. after
her homesteail near Estancia. clean, pure and fresh than it is to
lie asked me about the children and spect
The Elks theatre will open the keep the sewers and drainage of a
said they' were so pretty. Do you' winter season with
"Beverly" next large city free from obstruction.
really think they look like me, Harry? Tuesday night and since the producAre you keeping clean inside with
be
a democrat this tion will be
Yes, you must
a first class com- Cascarets
or merely forcing a pasby
given
year, dear. You know Mr. Jones al-- ! pany and Santa Fe audiences have sageway
every few days with salts,
A Special Sale on all, Ingrain Delton Carpets!
knows
one
how
ways
should
just
Does a
not had stock companies playing in cathartic pills or castor oil? This is
vote."
their summer theatres these last few important.
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
After the progressive convention ninths, it promises t6 be quite a soCascarets immediately cleanse and
was over Wednesday Bhe changed her ciety affair. The company is going on regulate the stomach, remove the
Your Patronage Solicited
vote. Harry, I think you will have to to San Francisco and we will have sour- undigested and fermenting food
vote for Roosevelt. You see Governor the advantage of seeing a regular and foul gases; take the excess bile
FURNITURE CO.
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
Irom the liver and carry out of the
Otero says he is just positive Teddy city production,
N. 8. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
'
:
will be the next president and he
system the constipated waste mat-SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
ter and poison in the intestines and
J. B. LAMY,
really is a wonderful man. Yes I had
bowels.
a
talk
with
the governor
quite
long
Xo odds how badly and upset you
after his speech. Of course, if we had
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight- FIRE
woman's suffrage Governor Otero
INSURANCE
FIRE
could be elected to anything. He said
They work
A. C. Vorhees, the Raton attorney, en you out by morning.
while you sleep. A
box from
he thought this was an awfully be is here on business.
Three well furnished rooms
your druggist will keep your head
I
hat
and
must
of
that
wear
treasurer
San
blue
coming
Eugenio
Romero,
Two Acres in Orchard and
sweet
and
stomach
liver
clear,
WITH PANTRY, BATH AND LARGE HALL
your
all the time. I think he's right no, Miguel county, is here on business.
and bowels regular for months. Don't
Eight-roo- m
Small
of course not, not right about the
Elfego Baca, candidate for congress
forget the children their little in- -'
and Other
House,
hat, but about the progressives. Yes, in the first state erection, is here sides
need a good, gentle cleaning,
have to vote their ticket."
from Albuquerque.
you'll
Buildings.
itoo.
. .
been
has
who
Cheatham,
Attorney
And Friday she came home returned
Also Room for Single Gentleman I Bl'k from Plaza
on
here
left
this
for
business,
morning
to
the
faith
and
sure
again
absolutely
of
SIX ACRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE-P- art
his home in Taos.
she was a stand pat republican
Trees in Bearing. jlt that
in Alfalfa and 18
Ludwig Ilfeld, the merchant of Las
never could be anything else. ."Why,
is in the city. He is registered
l2 Mile from Plaza.
Harry, when Senator Catron got up Vegas,
All; Under
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
a end made that speech and told how at the Palace Hotel.
ra
A.
Former
Mounted; Policeman A,
President
Taft had been abused
jjjpoor
AT
TO
PURCHASER IF TAKEN
ONCE
Sena is here from Las Vegas.
He
LOW PRICE
LIABILITY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT
by the very men he had served, I felt i now
Tuesday, September 17
U. S. ,marshal.
i
sorry for him. He is such a nice man R. C. deputy
A. G. DELAMATER PRESENTS
Little, a prominent merchant
and he has really done of
jjyou know,
who has been in the city
Questa,
as
very well
president. Don't you on business, left today for his home, Geo. Barr McCutcheon's
j
!'! think he ought to be
be-JThe people of Santa Fe are -- invited to visit the Largest anil
Miss
Marmon
for Albuy ..
:.. uhua mspni
cause he has had his feelings hurt so querque Edith to see herleft
rni ui
two brothers
oesi jeweiry riore in inc vny
today
much lately? I'm so glad Senator
flj
LINE of
Catron represents us in Washington.
Phone, Red 189.
tney enter college.
Jk You know he told me
that he used to state Treasurer' O. X. Maroon, who
:
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
icn iuo uuo uiu i was me premesi attended the democratic convention
Santa Fe, New Mexico- This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
The Best Ro
Interpreted
IS girl In Albuquerque
and he doesn't in Albuquerque, has returned to his
we carry two desirable patterns, the
B A
mantic Drama
think I've changed much since then desk at the capitol.
Cast
AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
DIANA
Splendid
on
'
either."
County School Superintendent John
Sao Francisco
Saturday she came home in tears. V. Conway is back from Tesuque and
-Reliable Jeweler
Street
Qm
"Darn those old conventions and the Rio del Medio which he visited in the
politicians. I'm never going into poli- interests of education.
tics again. I thought that bargain
John Ortega has just returned from
sale at Rosen wald's was this morning Denver and declares that the sentiStaged by OSCAR EAGLE
and It was yesterday and Ediths gotten ment of the people there is strongly
Director for David Belasco
that lovely blue silk I had 'planned to progressive and Roosevelt is declared
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
get and she'll wear It every time she the ideal nominee.
sees me now, just to make me mad.
Jake Levy has returned from the
Next Door to Postoff ice.
AVish I'd gotten it before they reduced Duke City where he will serve as the
It and then I could have missed that presiding judge of the racing probargain sale just as well as not. But gram at the state fair to be held next
And I know month.
It was so
Every Character of the Book
C. McCONVERY,
nothing else will ever be so becom- Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of the
Appears in the Play. A
School of American Archaeology and
415 Palace Avenue
Stirring Romance of
Phone. W 204.
of exhibits of the San Diego Exposition, has returned from California. Love
He attended the session of the San
SEND THEM TO
H. S.
CO, Diego Archaeological Society last Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store,
week and the session in Los Angeles
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
Saturday, September nth.
week.
this
MFG.
TAUPERT,
OPTICIAN,
Where Prices
Lowest Malaqulas Martinez, prominent reWe have our own mill run by electricity, and
for
Safe Quality.
publican of Taos county, and candifurnish pure.cleancorn chop either coarse
can
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.
date for lieutenant governor in the A
or fine, as meal for the little chicks'
medium
His Fortune
Is
Often
Face
Man's
first state election, is down from Taos.
We
can
any mixture that is desired o
grind
The Home Grown Fruit Season He has been attending the old guard's Or at Least His Capital I
to
Lenses ground
broken ones
different
the
grains, such as corn, wheat, mil
is on and we are offering to the convention in the Duke City and says
etc.
kaffir
Do
bran,
You
ticket.
with
Shaved
corn,
Get
is
?
the
Where
much
he
let,
housewife
oats,
the best to
or to Occullsts' Prescription.
pleased
particular
I 15 lb.
pkg., $ .65
Mrs. Mary P. Conway has returned
to be had in
IS THE BEST PLACE
"
1.20
301b.
from Raton where she visited rela- SAWYER'S
Meat
Bone
and
Cut
Green
Give Him & Trial. East of the Plaza.
tives. She. has taken the guardian( 1001b. sack,
3.75
ship of the sons of the late Mrs. Mary
BY
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
Morgan, David Morgan aged 13 and
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
Arthur Morgan aged 12, and has sent
them t the public schools.
their health and makes them lay.
Reports from New York state that
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
Dr. Frederick
M. Bishop, who was
We can also supply you with "scheduled"
on
Mauretania
the
to sail
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
Wednesday, has postponed his trip
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES across
the seas for a week or ten days
GUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
in
finest cantaloupes grown. owing to the social affairs given The
the
his honor in the metropolis.
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute inNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
has
London physician and playwright apdigestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy is
We have just received
It
a
of
out
cases
pears to be as popular in the east as
of
998
1,000.
record
a
curing
B
Fire, Life, Accident,
in the great southwest, "for he's a
auick. sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
shipment of
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc.
jolly good fellow," as the Santa Fe
50 cents
Price
CHASE & SANBORN S
club men sang at the farewell party
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
STORE.
GENERAL
GORMLEY'S
For Sale at
v
here.
"
of Satisfaction Quaranteed. .
REAL ESTATE
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER
FOLLOW 8PANISH STYLE

1

SOCIETY.

LADIES!

SUITS FOR MEN

Correct

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

MILLINERY

MRS.

Cool

Weather Specials

t

j

JULIUS ri. GERDES

the
those things that

..

..

and

BLANKETS

Saturday, September 14th,

COMFORTS

LOW CUTS
at

the

far

them

.. .. ..

than

I

BOILS

L

SELIGMAN BROSCOMPANY

Some

up-to-the-mi-

nute

ITEMS

4 TRUST

UNITED STATES

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

CAPITAL $50,000 00

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

General Banking Bnsiness

-

t.

PERSONALS

'

FOR RENT

Fruit;

E

Stable

$30.00 per Month.

I

Tract

Fruit

O. C. WATSON & CO.

c

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER, 2
n

ELK'S THEATRE

Irrigation.

2

1

"

).

Beverly

r

0F(

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

the-Stag-

f

Graustark"

MULLIGAN & RISING,

rtc

o

YONTZ,

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
66-6-

Special Scenery
Gorgeous Costumes

SWEET PEAS

high-price-

JAMES

When Your Glasses Break

a

KA1E

:

and Laughter!

are

match

either

,

WORK RETURNED

PEACHES,
PEARS
and PLUMS

FIRST MAIL. I

J

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

...

NW MAYES

INSURANCE

uggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

Best Coffee and Teas

(04 DON OASPER ST.

IN

Telephone 9 W
RAPID DELIVERY

SERVICE

-

i

live paper makes a lire town.
We ere making a live paper. Read it.
A

FOR SALE GROCERIES,
WO-ACR- E

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each

Set of

old False Teeth send us.
Highest prices psid for old Gold, Silver,
old Watcheh, liroken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
MONBT SEND BT RETURN MAIL
PHILA. SMELTING & REFUSING
CO.
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
86J Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.
TO

DENTISTS

.

We will buy yourOold Fillings, Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Blithest prices paid.

"
If you want the best in

RANCH'

ail under fence, good improve- AND
ments, lots of water. Pin h. j
land and farm land with
ft..
crop on it and about 40 head of
tame. ix miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain. H.
Sell at a bargain. Address.

FRANK DAVIS,

Morlarty, N. M

FRUITS

VEGEETABLES

opto

MI

RESIDENCES

CPS.

HERE.

"I do not know that we may call
City Property, Farms,
the architecture of the old Santa Fe
Ranches, Orchards,'
Fe
as
'Santa
such
a
by
special name,
Land Grants, Etc?
architecture,' but I do know that the
Spanish style is peculiarly suited to
our city," said I. H. Rapp, the well
known architect who has designed so
many important buildings in this city
and elsewhere in the southwest.
"I think Santa Fe builders should
strive hard to maintain a uniformity
Of All,
of architecture of Spanish architecture in their residences.
Certainly
j there could be no greater charm than
194 W., Room
this style for Santa Fe. But as re- Telephone
in
this
out
pubstyle
gards following
I AIICHIIN Mill DINT.
lic buildings, I am frank to admit I
do not think it is always feasible.
MEXICO
"There are many demands made SANTA FE,

Surety

Bonds

Kinds.

8

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
i 'for Safe Quality,

U

-

I

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions'with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES,CATTLE,SHEEP,

HOGS.DAlRY C0WS,&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
makes
pigs grow quickly and fatten rapstages,
idly : dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

1
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The Ranch of the Rockies

ear Round.

Open the

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Daily, per ysar: by mall. ..
Dally, tlx months, by mall

$5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall
$2.50 Dally per quarter, by oarrler

Weekly, per year

$1.00

Weekly, six months

did things, and we want our boys and

11.25
$1.50
50

AS

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

EATING IN THE DINER.
A man just home from a vacation

"All of Today's News Today"

trip was asked what he enjoyed most
about it. "Don't tell anybody," he
said, "but. what I really had the most
fun from was eating in the dining
car."
There is a lot in the remark of the
vacationist. A rest from labor for a
little while Is good stuff. The thought
of the country and farm with "home
cooking;" with "fresh vegetables"
in the! can these flays; the thought of
the woods and the camp fire; the
thought of visiting some friend in another town; the thought of the family
reunion back in the old homestead,
are all fine in the thinking, and in the
reality too. But when they re over
and you're on your way home again,
with real home cooking in mind and
as you go whirling along, just to
meander back into the dining car and
sit down to one of Fred Harvey's
meals don't tell me there is not a delight in it, and you don't wish for a
moment, that you are back on the
farm, nor in the mountains, nor anywhere else, only just in the dining car
having what you really want, coming
up, cooked in the style you like and
full of real relish.
Even the experienced traveler, who
goes on the cars all he wants to, and
to my mind that is a thing of which
one soon wearies, never really feels
weary at "first call' of the porter as
he passes through your car.
Of course, there's
no place like
home. And it's true, too, though one
would not think it to watch the con
duct of some men who seem to like
any place better, but the dining car
on the way home from vacation always
feels pretty good.
,

THEY'RE SO SORRY.

One of the really amusing features of the campaign in this state so far,
is the deep sympathy expressed by the standpatters for Congressman Curry
and their grief at what they term his unkind treatment and neglect at the

hands of the progressive convention.
It is not that they dislike George Curry less but they dislike the progressive party more. It is only that they are hunting for some chance to "get
something" on the progressives. It is only that they would stir up jealousy'
and dissension if they could.
Congressman Curry, as is well known, could have had any honor at the
hands of the convention that it was In its power to bestow. He could
have had the nomination for congress, and had it by acclamation; he
could have been an elector by saying he would take it; he could have had
any recognition that he might have desired. He was a member, it might be
noted, of every committee that served in the body in which he was a delegate.
No, the opposition will have to find some other argument than that
George Curry was ill treated by hiB friends. They think too much of him
for that.
Then comes the cry of boss rule, and yet in the very face of this declaration is the printed story in an opposition paper that even the officers were
chosen by the convention at large, which was a proceeding the old liners
had never heard of in their lives.
It is certainly amusing Co consider the limits to which individuals and
newspapers will go to try and make themselves believe things, and endeavor
to stir strife. There is not much of anything that can .be brought against
the progressive convention, so in casting about for an indictment, the old
guard find that they are sorry that George Curry was not given proper
recognition, and they discover that there were two or three members of the
convention that they never did like, anyway, and so the progressive movement is all wrong and their sensitive consciences are sadly mutilated. They
are hurt.
It is noticeable that in spite of his inhuman treatment, Congressman
Curry is still a progressive, is chairman of the executive committee, which
will really handle the fight.
0

THE STORY OF ALLEN.

Nathan Allen, the convicted smuggler who paid $100,000 in addition to a
criminal fine of $12,000 into the United States treasury the other day, is
one of the heads of the leather trust. In the N. R. Allen & Sons' tannery
in Kenosha, W is., are 2000 employes who are paid less than $9 a week. Three
vurs nen these workmen revolted and among other evidences of their dis
at which a stone could
pleasure they smashed every pane of window glaBS
be hurled in "the world's greatest harness and sole leather tannery."
It appears that Allen, criminal millionaire and captain of industry, is be-in
the same class with Wool Trust Wood in that he was "a poor boy who concame rich." Which, however, doesn't mean anything particular in this
nection except that the poor boy grown fabulously rich becomes intoxicated
with his wealth and is therefore easier caught when he diverges from the
moral pathway.
Allen is a widower. He took a woman, Helen Dwelle Field Jenkins, not
his wife, on a big trip over Europe. He bought her $300,000 worth of jewels.
on
Though some of the fellows who tan leather for Allen make their dinner
with
her
simpering
Field
Dwelle
Jenkins,
Helen
dry bread and bologna,
laugh and flirty eyes, had to have the jewels.
Less jewels for Helen would, of course, mean a warm dinner and a little
coffee to the toilers back in Kenosha, but as we sit at Carlsbaad listening
to the plash of the cool waters in the fountains and the soft nothings of a
strange woman, why should we bother ourselves about the sweaty foreigners
back in Kenosha?
Allen put this woman, whose beauty he would purchase for his own
on Sheridan
private property like a lot of beef hides, into a fine mansion
road, Chicago. Fifty thousand dollars was spent on the houBe and its equipment of horses, automobiles and buttons to push for what was wanted.
But in Kenosha you ma,y visit basement holes where families of tannery
workers drift drearily and damply through a mere existence, living five in
a room, without butter for bread, without carpets on the floor, pictures on
the wall, or hope in the heart.
When Orrison Swett Marden or any of the other comfortable writers
on success tell us the story of our great American leather magnates, they
will hardly mention the Kenosha Poles and Italians in connection with Nathan Allen, convicted smuggler and one of the heads of the leather trust to
which we pay tribute whenever we buy a pair of shoes.
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girls to have courage and stamina.
They get a little, of it by reading of
the fabled acts of courage in those
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
books that have been so much read.
I sometimes think they have helped
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
more than the wishy washy, , goody
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
out
stuff
that
is put
goody
today.
looms
Any way the Ohio horse thief got Capital Oity Bank Building,
his stimulus through some other
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source.
Assistant District Attorney, First
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THE CHURCHES

HARRY D. MOULTON,
.

Attorney-at-LawTHE CATHEDRAL.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
September 11, 1912.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
First mass at 0:30 o'clock a. m.
Claims and Contests a Specialt)
Land
in
a.
m.
mass
Second
Sermon
9:30
English.
EASLEY & EA3LEY,
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N. M.
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ST. JOHN'S METHODIST,
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship at 11 a. m.
mon by the pastor. Subject:
Pile of Stones Speaking."
Junior Leage at 3 o'clock,
Ep worth League at 6:45, led by
Miss Jean Law. Topic: "The Attestation of Scripture."
Evening worship at 8 o'clock with
e
sermon by the pastor. Subject:
Religion."
prayer service Wednesday at 7:45 p. m.
Ladies' Aid Friday afternoon at
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Locks,
Deposit
The Yale system of locking is known
around the world as the most sturdy, the
most impregnab'e.
Every box in our vault is protected by
a special guard mechanism and a double
set of tumblers.
Entrust your valuables to us, they
will be safe from fire as well as theft.

WE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE,
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.

'MANUFACTURER OP

DR. W. -- UME

BROWN,

Dentist.
2:30.
Over
Spitz
Jewelry Store
Special meeting of- the Epworth
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League next Friday night.
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everyone.
And by Appointment.
JAS. M SHIMER,
Pastor.

DR.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
RESULTS.
Grant avenue. B. Z. McCollough,
A bottle of milk, an act of courtesy,
a passage at Ami, an arrest, a fine, minister.
e
was a combination that was pulled off
Sunday school at 9:45. Fred
in Memphis, Tennessee, the other
superintendent.
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
day, and only goes to show from how
small beginnings large results flow. Theme: "Noblesse Oblige."
Junior Endeavor at 3 p. m. Miss
The Memphis man was going home
with a bottle of milk in his side coat Jessie Carroll, superintendent.
Adult Christian Endeavor at 6:45.
pocket; a lady entered the crowded

The Security Offered by Our
Safe Deposit Vaults

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19
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For The Nervous Woman,

Or the woman who experiences hot flashes nothing is so good to soothe, quiet
end calm the nervous system as a pure glyceric extract of native medical plants,
and made without alcohol, which has been sold by druggists for the past forty
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription. In
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria,
headache, bearing down feelings and pain. All these symptoms of irregularity
and female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous "Prescription"
of Doctor Pierce.
As a powerful, invigorating tonio " Favorite Prescription" Imparts strength
to the whole system, and in particular to the organs distinctly feminine.

rid of the rest of them In a hurry.
He piled them up beside the door,
then stood in the doorway and sailed
them up Into the air, one after another. Of course an enormous crowd
gathered in a few moments. The

street car blocked. Men caught the
hats as they came down, and traded
with each other to get proper sizes.
could get
Before a policeman
through and stop the performance the
hats were all gone.
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THE BLESSING

Montezuma Lodge
WANTED.
Young man or boy to
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi- drive milk wagon. Phone Capital City
cation first Monday Dairy,
of each month at
FOR RENT C room house with
Hall at
Masonic
furniture or not, Aug. 20, D. S.
7: HO.
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OF MOTHERHOOD

--

ror

"worn-ou-

over-worke-

t,

"run-down,-

debilitated

"

teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, "
nursing mothers, and feeble women generally,
it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonio.
shop-girls-

house-keeper-

,"

s,

FOR DAIRY.

CHANCE

The dairy business is surely coming
wu
to the front in Taos county, it will
not be long before the shipping of
butter into our valley will bo a thirg
of the past. This is as it should be,
"My daughter is now taking the Prescription' and Dr. Pierces as Taos county is the Ideal plaei lor
Golden Medical Discovery, also the ' Pellets ' for nervousness and weak, the
Taos Valley
dairy business.
tired feelinfr. These remedies have helped her ever so much In a short
called retroversion," writes Mhs. Lydia McDon
1 had nervous chills and numb -- pelb
of Mecosta, Mich., Route 1.
ald,
and they would leave me very weak. Then I had inflammation and tho
doctor said I had a floating kidney. I doctored seven months with our
have an operation. Then I
family physician. He said I would have to three
bottles of Dr. Pierce's
Btopped taking his medicine. After taking
medicines I have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. I am better
.
than for years.

1,1

time. We have great faith in your medicines for female troubles."
Dr. Plenx'n Plaazxat Pellet Induce mild natural bowel movement.

News.
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feet high, crossing tlio continental divide, where rivers run both east
and west.
With the exception of
slight showers, the weailier was New
Mexico's choicest.
They had fish, fish and then fish,
to mix in with other good things pre
pared by Osmer brut hers, who had
charge of all physical properties, leaving the campers to cat, sleep and be
merry, which they proceeded to do
to their heart's
content.
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Free Masonry meets on
tonio, Texas.
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r
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DUl my neaitn ',
nan, bourn Blue ol lia.a.
visaing'
would not permit it. I was nervous, my Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in- side ached and I was all run down. I ivited to attend.
heard that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
S. 0. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
ComDOUnd wa9
took t.h mpdi- Venerable Master,
mlllnj
' 1
cine.
have now a beautiful baby and
....tjvut- your Compound has helped me in every
B. P. O. E.
way." Mrs. J. J. Stewart, 299 HumSanta Fe LodgeNo.)
boldt St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. 0. V,
Watson & Co.
FOR SaLE Fine black driving
horse and good buggy, Apply 257 San
Francisco street".
FOR SALE National Cash
ister two drawers practically
O. C. Watson & Co.

Reg-

new.

Ferguson returned from his
PAT) CAT TP rirrrl tonm ef vmin
prospecting trip to Toas. He was in
AND
BREAD
ON
WATER.
j
to
horses, for driving or rid- search of some of the gold reported
.
The sheiff got a tip last week that
fail-- !
v Hrrtu,.r, ba snnI
his
but
rr '
around
Taos,
eyes
"""""
being
there was a dangerous weapon secreteel him and he could not see any. He
ed in the
and went to hunting
says he had a good view of the rain for it. He. jail,
found it in a Hue. Jt was
hnw far it
Yr,w Tin imilri nnt 1iifi-FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
., u i.u
., , uuu
l
InNew York, Sept. 14. Women suf- years ago. Since then there has been was to the end of the rainbow where
up stairs over Andrews' store.
inuues wiue uy uuu an men, uy six
of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
quire
fragists appeared as part of the vaude- a continuous legal contest for the it is said gold and diamonds galore are Inches
long. Some prisoner had got
store.
ville program on the roof of the Vic- property.
Repp died without issue, to be had for the picking. Wagon
this, probably when some repairs
toria theatre yesterday, and Arthur as did all other members of the or- - Mound Pantagraph.
were being made, had torn up a
A home for a home lover. Several
Hammerstein, with a yellow aster in ganization. They opposed matrimony
blanket and platted a cover for it, and
his buttonhole, said he was "for the and the rearing of families. But many;
IUU1I- I- VVl.ll
APPROPRIATES SADDLE.
I1CWI.V
to this a rope handle, made
of the relatives of Repp did not ac- women."
iences of home. Mrs. Robinson, cor- Ray Patterson, a youth from Okla-cep- t platted
It
was
a weapon
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
his views, and there are now said noma, was arrested Monday by Depu from the blanket.
While the audience was made up
te be at one hundred collateral heirs. ty Sheriff Jim Johnson on suspicion with which a skull could be crushed
was
much
there
of
women,
largely
wlili d. swinging lilnuTho
i
-tnree
to
a
confessed
and
saddle.,
ai..r,,iuon
.
stealing
.
Robert
the
a
no..u.uo
masculine
Dix,
during
young East Side poli- valued at about
dollars from J. men who occupied the cell where it
and novelty salesman for Santa Fe.
snappy plea for votes for women made tician, is dying in the Harlem hos- B. West. It is fifty that Patterson waB round are npw in the dark cell,
thought
Also some open territory in New Mex- by Miss Fola La Follette. She wore pital of a bullet fired by a patrolman
fair sum by another and their appetites seem to be satis- ico. Liberal proposition to the right
a graceful gown of old French blue named Crosson late last night. Dix was promised a
man to steal the saddle and turn it, fled with bread and water.-Lords- burg
man. National Calendar Co., Denckla
and her hair was done in the fetching had been arrested on complaint of a
Liberal
10 .lull.
mulatto girl he had slapped. Police over
Gretchen style.
Bldg., Philadelphia.
WILL. MAKE TEST.
waived!
In police court Patterson
The entire theatre was hung with man and prisoner were on their way examInation
He
and
U.
pieaded guilty.
A telegram from ('.
Troxel. who
"votes for women" pennants and flags to the station when Dix ran. Crossen was bound over to
TYPEWRITERS.
the action of th- - has been at Toyah. Texas. he Dast
and when the curtains rose on No. 9 fired three shots. The first dropped an
V. O. E., Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
460, B.
and held under bond of several days, to F. A. Merry at this
grand
jury
If you want special advice write to
(on the official program) the audience innocent bystander with a bullet in his ?7S0.
holds its regular platens furnished. Ribbons and
It is not likely that he can place, states that he is now very
h. J'inkham medicine Co. (confl
was dazzled by the sight on the stage leg. The second shot went wild. The
Lydia
Typewriters sold, exchangee
on the
to
will
he
re
have
and
produce bail,
Dusy organizing ana incorporating for deiitial) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
of 150 handsome matrons and pretty third brought the real fugitive to earth mairi in
ond
and fourth and rented. Standard makes handled.
jaU untii the grand jury work in that field, and that as soon be opened, read and answered by a
.
maids, each holding a banner aloft, with a wound in his breast. Crosson meets. Roswell News.
Wednesday of each .A" repair work and typewriters
as he can leave there he will come woman and held iu strict confidence,
Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex- while Mrs. James Lees Laidlaw intro- - i'j known on the force as "Diamond
s i t ing anteed.
V
BOY WITH NERVE.
and push work here. The Dohenv
duced the speaker of the afternoon, Dick." He has been devoting much of
brothers are invit- - change. J'fione
"I got it off all right, papa," was the, company, which Mr. Troxel
repre-- ; game association for the protection of
Miss La Follette.
his attention recently to an extended
ed and welcome.
coranlent made by a little four- sents, had investigated the Toyah field game and fish in Grant county. "If
only
SALESMEN NOW IS THE TIME.
After the speaker was introduced a search for "Gyp the Blood."
year-olboy yesterday morning after some time ago and decided to give it such a prevetative measure is not FRANK T. BLANDY,
Wanted honest business producers,
Exalted
Ruler,
half dozen of the younger women,
The notoriety gained by motor car he had deliberately taken a hand axe a trial. The
preliminary work is no-v- i taken soon," say the sportsmen, "there
to sel1 h'S" Kra(le groceries to
M. A. LIENAU,
P.
who had been acting as ushers and No. 41,313, the gray touring car used and chopped off about half of the in- about completed there an'l drilling is will be no game and fish to protect."
ers 1UU' "ther large consumers. Bump-r-.- fiower girls, came down on either side by the murderers of Herman Rosen-o- f dex finger on his left hand.
to begin at once. Since Mr. Troxel
They claim t he laws on the statute
er crop insures record breaking fall
nri
the stage and descended from the thai, has been capitalized and the car
The little fellow is the son of Sass-ir- equally as much of the Dayton field books are inadequate to properly pro
traue.
Honest rneinoas; no mvesi-1351Fe
Santa
Camp
in
is
and
their
as
took
used
the
a
platform
places
being
sightseeing
Penida, living out about eight as he does that Toyah there is no rea- tect game, and they hope, by starting
advanced on
commissions
ment;
M.
A.
W.
back of the theatre.
They were chine. Frederick Halloran recently miles west of town The little fellow son to think that, the nnmiiHnv will agitation early in favor of such a
;
original plan. Write today,
second
heartily cheered as they walked down bought the car from Louis Libbey, was brought to town at once to haveinot come )nt0 this neld ,f the reliuil.ed movement, it will have acquired sufJOHN SEXTON & CO., WHOLE- dav each month, so-- !
the aisles. In the evening the same, who owned it at the time of the
the finger dressed, and the father amount of leases is secured.
ficient momentum by the time the
SALE GROCERS, 236 W. Lake St.,
Dayton
cial
third
meeting
was repeated, with speeches der.
fool
could give no reason for the
next legislature meets, to precipitate
Informer.
Tuesday at Fire-- Uncngo.
by Miss Mary Shaw, Miss Beatrice
Advices recevied in Maiden Lane in- hardy act except that the little boy
favorable legislation. The game laws,
IT.
THE
LET
PEOPLE
00
man's Hall. Visit-;- to
axe
worked.
how
bIiow
Forbes and Mrs. Pierce Bailey.
the
wanted
dicate that the last season In the
The Enterprise has been published say these sportsmen, are being vio- ing
NOTICE for publioa i ion.
ueiguoors welcome.
On complaint of Jefferson De Ange-lis- ,
in Farmington by its present owner lated every day without prosecution.
pearl fisheries has been unsuccessful. He found out. Roswell Record.
of the interior,
G.
Department
A.
Consul,
WHITTIER,
the actor, Judge Beall of Yonkers The result will probably be an adA CHANCE FOR LADIES.
.!
for a little over seven years. During Quail and dove are killed out of sea- CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
lf- - S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
issued a summons yesterday for Jos- vance of 20 to 25 per cent in the
Pecos Natl. Forest, August 15, 1912.
Friday afternoon, September 27, the first month of its existence we son and nothing said about it.
eph Saboy, a Hungarian, to appear prices of pearls.
the Fair association will hold a cake ventured the opinion that the quickest
If such an organization is started
Notice is .hereby t'iven that Ricar-- !
F.
FARMER
W.
and answer to a charge of threatenLord Decies, who will be a visitor baking contest in the main auditor and surest way for the people of this here, it is purposed to have similar
do Valencia of Pecos, New Mexico,
No.
Homestead
ing to kill Mr. and Mrs. De Angelis here at the national horse show in No- ium of the armory. All cakes must section to secure a southern railroad organizations formed in
made
who, on September 3, 1907,
every county
2879, Brother,
by blowing up their residence at 69 vember, has given the assocation the be entered between the hours of 11 a. would be for them to build it- - them- of the state. A
Homestead Entry No. 11952 for N
will
be
called
meeting
Amerihood
of
Sunnyside drive, Yonkers. Saboy is Beresford challenge cup to be com ni. and 2 p. m. at which time the selves.
This was considered a very at the city hall in the next eight or
SE1-4- .
SW1-SE
SE
SW
can Yoemen.
being sought in the Hungarian colony peted for by officers of the United entries will be closed and the cakes ridiculous proposition at that time. ten days to
Section 6, Township 17 N., Range 12
and
organiaztion
perfect
Meets first Fri E N. M.
or. the Sawmill river road by the po-- j states
Many of our good citizens were cock adopt resolutions,
P. Meridian, has filed noarmy. Only officers on govern be judged.
livery citizen in the
nee. ue inge-is
torn me judge tnat ment horses can compete.
r
day of thei tice of intention to make
The
The cakes entered in competition sure Borne big company was going to county is invited to join and help promonth at the! proof, to establish claim to the land
had worked on his premises as fleers must ride in uniform,
will be sold as soon as judged and build it. We did not think they would tect our game. Silver City
Firemen's Hall. above described, before
handyman five weeks. Last Thurs-- j a tall man with stingy sidewhiskers the money derived from the sale of in any reasonable time, and we do
Register or
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
day he wanted to quit. When Mrs. and a frock coat dashed into the 86th these cakes will be placed to a special not think now that any of the" big
Receiver IJ, S. Land Office, at Santa
Cor.
Sec.
David
We
to
build
Gonzales.
it.
are
going.
je Angeus tola mm ne would have street subway station, ran up to the fund to provide forthe purchase of companies
Fe, New Mexico, on the 11th day of
LOST HIS TEMPER.'
to stay until she found someone to ticket
think it is up to the people right" here
October, 1812.
window, threw down a hand- - a permanent ground for the Mesilla to
ODD FELLOWS,
do it themselves.
Our opinion
When Jake Cartwright, ranchman
lane nis place ana tnat she would not fui 0f pennies, shouted "One!" grab-pa- Valley Fair association; this will give
Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
him a small balance due on his bed a ticket and tore
of becoming is not at variance with a good many living on the north plains, a short
Prudenclo Gonzales, Ramon Quin-tanmadly for a the ladies the privilege
come
was
who
have
from
distance
Santa Fe Lodge
Roswell,
gradually
brought
T will kill train.
wages, he became angry.
the first promoters of the permanent ethers now,
Pablo A. Gonzales, Casimlro
around. We think the Los Angeles up in court at Carrizozo for prelim!
meets
regularly Gallegos, all of Pecos, New Mexico.
"Before tomorrow
you," he said.
a howl from the ticket seller called fair grounds. Las Cruces Citizen.
people offer the best opportunity for nary hearing a few days ago, he jump-- every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
night I'll blow up the place and not him back to the window,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
assistance we have ever been in touch ed up from his seat and turning to De in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- one of you will be left alive."
ON THE GILA.
The ticket man pointed to four pen- Hegister.
of
the
when
San
the
and
erg
Sheriff
Johnson
Jim
welcome.
exclaimed,
with,
people
always
puty
A little damp from excessive rains
Forty collateral heirs of, George nies lying on the shelf. "Say," he
we
not
is
Beall
the
and
Lon
Juan basin get
"You're a liar
grading done,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Repp, who in -- 807 founded the Har-- ! demanded, "where do you think you on the return trip, but still a very en- have
is held in con- - FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
very little doubt but what the dead." The
money society at Economy, Pa., met! are in church?"
thusiastic bunch, our Gila campers Los Angeles people will be able to nection with prisoners
the murder of the late
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular Department of the Interior,
One penny had rolled off the shelf. arrived home at 10 o'clock Saturday secure the money to
yesterday in Jersey City and decided
buy the rails William Alonzo Beall, who was com-an- meeting on the first Thursday of each
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
to take further legal action to get pos- The tall man contritely picked it up night.
a small amount of equipment. imonly known as "Lon" Beall.
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
session Of the 7S milHnn rlnllars nf and handed it in.
August 22, 1912.
They spent a montn in camp and Farmington Enterprise.
The body of Beall was found just Visiting brothers are invited and welNotice is hereby given that Leopol-dproperty accumulated In the name of! A hat merchant in Nassau street) had the time of their lives, going
FOR, GAME protection.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
across Chaves county line and the come.
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
the society. The last member of the sold all the straw hats that he could 150
A movement is on foot among loca: case therefore was taken to the Lin- DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
miles, the last 25 miles by pack
who, on May 27, 1907, made Home-steadsociety, Barbara Boesch, died five at bargain prices, then decided to get train, going on a mountain trail sportsmen to organize a protective coln county court for trial.
SW
Entry No. 11519 for N
was recently taken to CarriNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
SE
NW
SW
NE
zozo by Sheriff C. R. Young, accom
Section 34, Township 15 N., Range 9
E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
panied by Deputy Sheriff Jim John-- I Department of the Interior.
sen and others.
intention to make
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
proof, to
After the frenzied attack of the
establish claim to the land above de
9, 1912.
August
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
prisoner court was adjourned a few Pecos Forest.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, New
hours to give him time to recover his
is
Notice
that
hereby
Miguel
given
At the next session the
Mexico, on the 15th day of October,
equilibrium.
of
care
Fablo
Pecos,
Lamy
Gonzales,
'
prisoner was released on $3,000 bail New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made 1912.
to await the action of the grand jury,
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Homestead Application No.
Juan Ortiz, Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
having waived preliminary hearing.
NW
for SW
S
NE
The alleged murderer of Beall, a KtP 1.4 SW 1.1 Sullnii S Tvarn oh I n Agustine Montoya, Estanislado Pena,
all of Galisteo, N. M.
Mexican named Pedro Madrid, is still: M
Meridlani
Range
M AND EL R. OTERO,
at large, and is believed to have es has filed
notice of intention to make
Register.
caped across the Mexican border. The final
r
to establish
proof,
were on his trail through claim to the land above
authorities
be
of
described,
GOING
for several days foi- - fore
the mountains
Mrs. J. N. Hill, Homer, Ga., has used
.
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
.
..
a Ti .
l.lllli,
Vt
u
uu.
uw
iow.uk
jraui. to
in
office, at Santa Fe. New Mex., on the Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
unsuccessful in their attempt
head.,... day of October, 1912.
years, and says she always recomoff his escape. Roswell News.
YOU
GOING TO
mends it to her friends. "It never
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales, fails to cure our coughs and colds
In The District Court of Santa F 'of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-- ! alld Prevents croup. We have five
County, State of New Mexico.
do, of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan children and always give them Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
Independent Steel and Wire company Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
and they are all soon well. We would
and Pittsburg Trust
company,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
marPlaintiffs, v. New Mexico Central
Register, not be without it in our house." For
6ale by all druggists.
Railroad company, et al., Defendants. Consolidated cause No. 6566.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
To whom it may concern, especially
the creditors of the defendant railroad Department
of the Interior, U. S.
company, and all parties interested!
Land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW ARTICLES THAT CAUGHT OUR EYE AS WE GLANCED DOWN THE COUNTER :
.
therein.
September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
In pursuance of an order of Court
JAPANESE KIMONAS.
LACES AND EMBROIDERIES
made in the above entitled cause, on Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
In
a
to
in
to
stock
the
from
state.
Kimonas
The
lay
Long
Pay you
pick
biggest
very high grade finely made and finished. .$3.00. .$1.60
the 12th day of September, 1912, no August 22, 1905, made Homestead
Short Kimona Sacks, Nice Flannelette
year's supply at these prices, values that were 7c, 10c and 15c... 5c
65c 35c
NW
for SE
is hereby given that there was; Entry No.
tice
12
5c
and 15c grades
Linnen Torchons, 10,
BEAUTIFUL EMBROIDERY DRESS PATTERNS.
SW
E
Sec. 13 and NE
filed in the office of the Clerk of the
5 and 10c
Cotton Clunies, 10, 15 and 25c grades
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
District Court within and for Santa NW
Just few left fine Marquisette full widths six yards to the
RIBBONS AT PRICES TO URGE YOU TO TAKE THE WHOLE LOT.
Fe County on the 12th day of Sep Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
Fattern
53, $11, $4.35, $5
5c
Baby ribbons tint were 2 yards for 5c to close at 10 yards
j
of iut.utiou to make
tember, 112, a fourth accouut andj-iotic- t)
Nearly All of the Sales
10 and 15c grades
5c
PANAMA AND VOILE DRESS SKIRTS.
Niagara made high grade 7
an itemized account of proof, to establish claim to the land
report,
being
35c
hair
20c
ribbons
wired
Best
grades
or
Just a few of the very best quality all wool Voiles and Panamas.
all moneys received from the opera- - above described, before Register
made to those who use a maA FEW HIGH GRADE SWITCHES LEFT.
$6, $10 and $12, Now
tion of said railroad and from all other Receiver, IT. S. Land Office, at Santa
$3( $6
3 oz. 26 inches long high grade human' hair values from $3.50 to $4,
chine for the first time, are
sources
of all disbursements Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
and
YOUNH NESTS OVERCOATS.
now
$2.10
made, by the undersigned receiver! November, 1912.
made in competition with adIt will pay you boys to buy it now for you will need it in another
Other values that run from $2.75 to $3.25
$1.65
from January 1, 1912, to June 30,1 Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
of various
ding devices
week or two. Kirschbaum all pure wool, Presto collar, medium Third grade all fully guaranteed best value ever shown $2, now. .85c
19.12, both inclusive; that the under-- ; Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley- kinds.
length ulster that should keep you warm and snug
N.
of
$5
$10,
M., Miguel Pettine,
ONE LONELY EDISON PHONOGRAPH.
Leyba,
signed receiver will, on the 12th day;ba.
BIGGEST BARGAINS IN UMBRELLAS.
Where they know the Burof October, 1912, or as soon thereafter oi Wiilard, N. M., John Pettine of
The new machine playing either the two or four minute records, regas counsel may be heard, at the Court Wiilard, N. M:
ular price at dealers $22.50, will let you carry K off for
$12.50
An article we all need but seldom can find. You can now get two
roughs from experience, eiMANUEL R. OTERO,
House in the City of Santa Fe, New
and hav.e one at both ends of the line for what you been paying
STANDARD COPYRIGHT BOOKS
ther with it or the other de.
Register.
Mexico, ask the court to approve said
for one.
A dozen or so from well known authors such as Mrs. Holmes or South-wort- h
vices we get the business in
account and report, and that excepHigh Grade Gloria Silks best made at any price, $2.50 and $3.... $1.50
that originally sold for $1.50 to close at
25c
90 per cent of cases.
Lost
account
to
of
tions
said
Wage
the
By
$80,000,000.00
Annually
approval
Another lot fully guaranteed same make, $1.50, $2
$1
One Alcott set regular price anywhere $12.50
$7.50
Earners.
and report, if the same are to be heard
Third assortment best values ever known, 75c and $1..
We sell Burroughs Ma.45c
Little Colonel series, regular price $1.50....
$1.00
Dr. Sadler estimates that
about
by the court, -- hall be in writing, and
chines
from $150 to $940
,
annual-specify the particular item or items $80,000,000.00 in wages is lost
on little payments, too.
it. said account or report to which ly to the American people as a direct
objections is made, and be filed with result of colds. Lost time means lost
of the District Court wherein wages" and doctoring expensive. Use
the
U saidClerk
cause is pending, on or before Foley's Honey and Tar Compound Burroughs Adding Machine Cd.
the 7th day of October, 1912.
promptly. It will stop the cough, and
W. H. LONG, Sales illaBafer.
CHARLES D. MURRAY,
heal and sooth the sore and inflamed
Receiver, New Mexico Cen- air passages. For sate by all drug- - P.O. Box
702, El Paso, Texas.
1Z
tral Railroad Company.
gists.
V. C.
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PEOPLE OF THIS CITY have never before in the old town's history had
a feast
OUT OF
bargains as they have had at our
PRICES during the last week. Some of our best friends came
a
litte skeptical, but timidly asked, " ARE
REALLY
QUIT?"
To all such inquiries we simply had to refer them to the prices we are making to
fully convince them. These prices are not on one or two catch articles, but on our
ENTIRE LINE of the highest grade of merchandise that we could find in the
kets of the country. Many lines are badly broken already, but remember this sale
will last as long as there is anything left. The sooner we close out the better it will
suit us.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

LOAN BOARD
D

".The

Home

of Quality Groceries"

THE FACT
,

THAT

WE ARE
SERVING

AND

PLEASING

The state loan board which will
pass upon the Indebtedness which is
to be paid off by the big bond issue
authorized by the last legislature and
provided for in the constitution airJ
enabling act was organized at the capital this morning with Frank W.
Clancy, attorney general, as chairman;
W. G. Sargent, state auditor, secretary, and O. N. Marron, state treas- urer, as treasurer. The board did no
other work, but will arrange to meet
in the near future for the purpose of
taking up the important task assigned to it.

SATURDAY,

quires mailing of a card by the postmaster and the remaillng of the card
to the postmaster with the amount
of postage, in addition to the use of a
new envolepe and a
stamp and
loss of time attending to the details
of the transaction
THE LATEST IN LADIES' COAT
SUITS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
Good Trusses If you must wear a
truss at all, get a good one. Let us
fit you with a Smithsonian.
Zook's
Pharmacy.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished
modern house of seven rooms. Cheap
it taken at once. George M. Kinsel,
'
phone 35 W.
If you are in need of a good pair
of shoes or anything to wear, don't
lose this Big Sale opportunity. Sal-

that the senator has not forgotten his later go to
many Santa Fe friends. In a letter tistic work.

Hopi, to continue his arMr. Vierra has distinto Benjamin M. Read, of this city, the guished himself as a marine artist
distinguished statesman sends his and sailed from San Francisco,
"friendly salutations" to all those who around the horn, to New York, to get
were present at the informal recep- marine impressions which have greattion tendered him at the Spanish res- ly assisted him in his sketches. His
idence of former Governor L. Bradford life
among the Indians in recent

SEPT.

14,

1912.

THE PLAZA

Market Co.

Prince last month. The senator sent years has also borne fruits and he
Mr. Read a large autographed photo has made some
very clever sketches
of himself.
of Indians and ot Indian pueblos.
What your doctor orders Is what
A CALL AT OUR WELL KNOWN
West Side of Plaza
you ought to have, and what you get ESTABLISHMENT WILL CONVINCE
when we fill
yqur prescriptions. YOU THAT WE DO MORE THAN
Zook's Pharmacy.
,
WE
ADVERTISE.
THE WHITE
THE SWELLEST AND BEST LINE HOUSE.
OF MEN'S HATS AT THE WHITE
What are you going to do with the
HOUSE.
sweaters,
Send us a trial bundle of Rough blankets, quilts, comforts,
wagon sheets, etc. that you have
one
week
Dry
V
the
Laundry.
After,
Have Added a Complete
;
mon's.
of mind which comes from the just brought home from your camp-Give us a trial on your Navajo peace
SNOW FALLING
ing trip? You can't put-theaway;
assurance that your work is being soiled
Line of
and there is only one way to
work.;.. By our special pro- done and done
IN WYOMING Blanket
right without a par- have them cleaned and
cess the most hopeless looking blank- ticle of effort
cleaned
right
on your part you will
and that is at the Santa Fe Electric
ets are sent home clean and fresh as never
again endure the heat and toil Laundry. We make a
Laramie, Wyq,, Sept. M. More than new. Santa Fe Electric
specialty of
Laundry.
and
confusion
the
of
a foot of snow has fallen in the valhaving
washing doing this work and your camping
From 51 to 70 A range of 20 de- done at
ecomore
home. Besides it's
ley, the Storm beginning at G o'clock grees, was the
report of the weather nomical, try it and see. Santa Fe El- outfit will last much longer, if put
last evening and ending after noon. conditions yesterday
away clean and fresh, for next sum-- ;
and the aver- ectric
Laundry.
Much of it melted as it fell. Snow age" relative
mer's use.
was 54 per
To
Stock of Meats
humidity
1? reported from
The Last Call at Big Sale.
This
Ogden, Utah, to Kim- cent.
Yesterday was cloudy in the
ball, Neb., and in some places in the morning followed fiv clear and nleas being the last day and evening of
Give Us a
mountains is greatly in excess of. ' ant weather. There were showers iur Second State' Sale, we are going
to
reduce
below
our
limits
the
some
On
of the farms in Laramie west and north of thfi citv In the af--.
P"ces
valley, great damage is being done to t&rnoon and at night. It was colder for your benefit. Salmon's.
Carlos Vlerra's Work Carlos Vierthe unharvested oats, barley and na- - this morning.
UTiST IN
tive hay crops, the oats and barley
NONE BUT STANDARD BRANDS ra, the artist, lias just returned from
being weighted with snow and bent OF SHOES AT LESS THAN COST Tesuque where he finished some infover that there will be loss in yield. AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
teresting sketches of Indian pueblo
The railroads are being badly
He will leave iff a few
For reliable electric work see architecture.
Sparks. Prices always reasonable, days for the Southern Rio Grande and
service prompt.
AUTO OWNERS ATTENTION.
Married Herfr Fred B. Wilber ot
The state license on automobiles is Chama, N. M., and Miss Alma Emerson
PLAZA MARKET CO.
due and payable before the first of of Denver, were married by the Rev.
J. M. Shimer at 9:30 yesterday morn
October, 1912.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. H.
ANTONIO LUCERO,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaA
S. Lutz.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilber left on
Secretary of State the 10:05 D. & R. G. train for Ala.
mosa, their future home where Mr.
Wilbud is employed by the Denver &
Rio Grande railroad company.
Advanced Fall and Winter Styles.
Latest Fabrics shown for Ladies' garX ments at W. H. Goebel Co.
THE WEATHER.
X
Denver, Colo., Sept. 14. The X Plenantlv Purn!ehirt Rooms fnr rent.
rorecast for New Mexico is rain
The finest rooms in the city, having
X tonight or Sunday, except in the
all modern
conveniences, including
does good
1 A
and in the south portion of the
electric light, steam heat and baths.
X state Sunday.
phe European Hotel, centrally
mean to you ?
csted. State Progressive Headquart- means more healthful home, increased
ers in the hotel.
Get an anti splasher for your faucet
You want to save money, do you
15c at Goebels.
comfort, and freedom
not? The best and safest way is to
KASNER KAft auto lor hire. Phone gave it in the buying,
is
what
That
from the
141 J.
the White House does for you.
The cool evenings will remind you
and
of orPure old fasnioned castor oil renthat you will need some blankets and dered easy to take. Come to our
'
dinary plumbing. .,
comforters, sweaters and other cool fountain and let us prepare it for you.
weather items. See Seligman Broth- Zook's
Pharmacy.
ers advertisement.
"taiKiaI fixtures
Greetings From Sr. Castellot The
Perrenot to Speak. E. E. Perrenot,
Don Jose Castellot,
installed by us are an
a prominent business man of this many friends
of the national
Mexican
piesident
will
WHITE
address the members of the
city,
assurance of plumbing
Santa Fe chamber of commerce at senate, will be pleased to ascertain
their luncheon Monday noon, Sept.
satisfaction.
16.
Secretary Harris was busy today in selling tickets for the luncheon
TO GET FRUIT FOR PRESERVING
which should be largely attended.
NOW IS THE TIME
AND FOR TABLE USE.
Writes Postmaster Hitchcock That
there are still wsus of improving the
ffl
CRAB APPLES, APklCOTS, PLUMS, APPLES.
postal service is nie belief of a Santa
Fean who has just written Postmaster
General Hitchcock asking why a deFlowers all the time.
Finest Sweet;Peas in the Southwest.
posit of stamps or money may not be
made with a postmaster to forward
second and third Class mail matter
Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
when one changes to a new post of-- ;
STAND, BUTT BHOS,' DRUG STOKE.
flee address. The present system re-- !
.

'

;
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A HOST OF

Satisfied Customers Every Day
IS THE BEST PROOF

their

That We Can Please You, Too.

Meats, Groceries and
etable Goods.

4 lbs

Phone 4

Sugar

Veg-

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ETC.

LOCAL ITEMS.

xxxxxxxxxSsx

Phone 4

HAT

day

S. SPITZ,

A

.

ally.

4

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travcU over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
hice a year. It will increase the
and accuracy of your watck
Leave your watch with us
to-U-

HIGH-GRAD- E

plumbing

a

renewals

repairs

3.

HEADQUATERS FOR
HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery but it needs loth occasion-

It

on

i

THE JEWELER.

-

THE

miss aTmugler,

$ 1 .00

F. ANDREWS

Trial.

FALL MILLINERY

WE CARRY THE BEST OF

1

GROCERIES

THE

Watches
and
Clocks.

SANTA FE HARDWARE
AND SUPPLY COMPANY

" Time Pieces Thai Are
Reliable."

TnE CLARENDuN GARDEN
DOWN-TOW-

Our Second State Salb

Ell SOUND TAESI---

W

SOUND TAPS!

SATURDAY night at 9:00 p. m. our Big Sale will end, Hundreds of dollars worth of
goods yet to be disposed of, prices Have been cut deeper. This event has positively
been the greatest monej saving opportunity ever offered to people of Santa Fe, not one

person has been or could be dissatisfied. The best qualities of merchandise are being sold, but there still remains
thousands of dollars worth to be disposed of. Saturday night Taps will be sounded, of course until then you have
the opportunity to buy at the following sale prices:
.
.
.
v.
.
.
.
.
.V
-.

.-

Best 12

l--

2c

and 15c Percales at 8c per yard

Flannels, regular .12

.... 8c per yard

Best 15c Dress Gingham at
22 yds of American Prince for
12

Apron Gingham

22 yards for $1.00

Silkoline at per yard
Unbleached Muslin. 17 yards for

Yot, Don't Need a Watch To

rtt

6l2c"
$1.00

Come To

quality at

.... 8c

Here is an opportunity for every man to buy the best Footwear,
the best in the market at prices so low that no one
can afford to stay away.

yards for $1.00
.'

2c

Every pair men's Hanan shoes, regu- - C i Eft
lar price $6 to $6.50, 'till Saturday forP4.0U

...... $1.00

Bed ticking:

l--

.

..

$

........

Your Last Chance to Buy John B.
.
Stetson Hats for

$2.90

The Brand Speaks for Itself.

Oaf Store and Keep Time of the Many Bargains.

I

